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CLICO’S collapse has not spelt
the end of the insurance
industry in Barbados.

This was the assurance of
General Manager of Pan
American International
Insurance Corporation, Keith
King,as he outlined,“Like in any
industry, there will be companies
that rise and fall... What has

happened to that company even
though catastrophic as some
people may think it is, is not the
end of the industry.”

He made the comments while
fielding questions from the press
yesterday as Pan American
celebrated its first anniversary
of operations within the island
and noted that measures have

been implemented to reduce the
chances of failure.

“We have determined by
proper investment and proper
strategies that that will not
happen to Pan American. This
is not to say that this is what
happened in the other
company…We are trying to
build relationships.The industry

itself is still very strong and very
solid and therefore there is no
reason for Barbadians to fear
that the industry is about to
collapse. In fact, the industry
continues to grow despite what
has happened to (Clico),” he
added.

RESILIENT on Page 3

By Patricia Thangaraj

THE Caribbean has the
potential to become the
centre of animation
excellence,thereby attracting
outsourcing work from major
studios in Hollywood and
other places.

This is according to Phil

Phillips, a local consultant for
Toon Boom Animation who spoke
with the media recently at an
animation training workshop at
the Barbados Defence Force
(BDF).

He stated that this is a billion
dollar industry, which could
create several employment
opportunities for the youth in the

region.
“Our mission for the Caribbean

is to stimulate the development of
the region as the next animation
hub. Why animation hub?
Because the animation industry
requires quite a bit of labour. It is
also attractive for young people
who are looking for careers.
Certainly in terms of the demand

for content, that is almost
exponential now in the sense that
through your computers, your
iPads, your tablets, your digital
devices such as even the mobile
phones,the demand for content is
extremely high. This industry is
now a US$200 billion industry.”

HUB on Page 4

MONEY MAKER

Industry still strong despite shocks

(from left) General Manager of Pan American International Insurance Corporation, Keith King, and Chief Executive Officer and
Managing Director for the Caribbean group, Miguel Sierra, as they spoke to the media yesterday.
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A LEGACY worthy of
preservation is how the St.
Leonard’s Girls’ Secondary
School, which closed its doors to
education in 1997, has been
described by Parliamentary
Secretary in the Ministry of
Education, Science, Technology
and Innovation, Senator Harry
Husbands.

The significant contribution of
the now defunct all girls’ school to
the development of Barbados was
yesterday recognised with the
unveiling of a commemorative
plaque on the site at Richmond
Gap, St. Michael, where that

school was established and which
now houses the St. Leonard’s
Boys’ Secondary School.

Addressing the official
ceremony, Senator Harry
Husbands acknowledged that the
school, which had served with
distinction as an institution for
45 years,was “a legacy that served
as a reminder that equal
secondary education for all is an
inspiration for achievement”.

As he commended the St.
Leonard’s Girls’ Legacy
Foundation for highlighting and
celebrating this legacy,he recalled
a time in Barbados when the

school-leaving age was 14 years if
a family did not have the means
to allow their child/ward to access
further education.

“Prior to the 1950’s, further
education after age 14 required
the payment of fees. The only
other way a family could hope to
realise the dreams of an
intelligent child of that age was to
apply for a scholarship but the
lower-income working class
masses did not generally benefit
from such opportunities.

“Therefore, the opening of the
St. Leonard’s Girls’ School on
September 15, 1952 meant that

this institution was uniquely
poised to make an outstanding
contribution to the Barbadian
society…” He pointed out that
the school was opened to provide
free secondary education similar
to the existing Grammar Schools
for the masses, inclusive of
preparation for the ‘O’ Level
London G.C.E. Examinations.
Noting that it could be deemed “a
forerunner for free public
secondary education for girls from
lower-income homes in
Barbados”, Mr. Husbands said
prior to this, girls had to resort to
doing fieldwork, needlework and

other craft skills to earn a living
after exiting school.

“It was for girls only – a single-
sex school – pioneering a vision for
access to equal secondary
education for post-primary girls in
Barbados, thereby reducing the
gender bias that previously
existed,”added the Parliamentary
Secretary.

He said, too, that the provision
of practical courses in Domestic
Science,Book Binding,Woodwork
and Metalwork, meant that the
school assisted in setting the stage
for the thrust in technical-
vocational education in Barbados.

THE TVET Council is keen to
see improvements and
expansion in agriculture on
the island.

Henderson Eastmond,
Executive Director of the
Technical and Vocational
Education and Training (TVET)
Council believes that youth
involved in agriculture, can lead
the way in this exercise.

Eastmond made his views
known on the topic,as he recently
lauded youth who successfully
completed the Youth in
Agriculture Farm Programme
hosted by IICA – the Inter-
American Institute for Co-
operation on Agriculture, along
with his organisation.

Noting that he values the
partnerships developed between
the TVET Council, IICA, the
Ministry of Agriculture and the
Ministry of Education, Science
Technology and Innovation, in
pushing the Youth in Agriculture
Farm Programme, Eastmond
noted that the time has come for
the youth to lead the way in
changing mindsets and
approaches to farming, given the
knowledge that has been passed

on to them. Instead of simply
seeking easy living, youth can
become more efficient by cutting
back on spending, growing more
of what they eat, while making
use of more natural fruits,
vegetables and materials around
them, Eastmond suggested.

“Today, we have more concrete
in our yards than before, but this
does not stop us from growing
things around houses and in our
yards. There is a standard name
Grow Box.This standard teaches
us how to grow crops using trays,
which can be made from the
pallets that we burn and discard
– used vehicle tyres, cut metal
and plastic drums,systems made
from used pet bottles etc. Make
more use of our natural fruits by
making juices or preserving our
fruit.These are some of the simple
ways that we can meet our
household needs and in many
cases to make a profit,” he
stressed.

The executive director pointed
out that there are many viable
ways of earning through
agriculture.

“I urge you to just watch many
of our CARICOM immigrants

who come to Barbados and get
involved in agriculture and its
related activity.They are driving
the latest double cabs or enclosed
vans, they are building decent
housing no worst that ours and
they are making a decent living in
this country while many of our
youth continue to abhor and
spurn agricultural activity,” he
surmised.

Youth who are patient, have a
positive attitude and who are
willing to stick by their efforts,
will be the ones who come out on
top, Eastmond suggested.

“We must teach our youth
patience. We must teach them
that small profits add up to
become substantial over time.Yes
we have a situation where
persons want to get rich quickly.
Most entrepreneurs go through
many cycles of attempts and
failure before getting it right.This
calls for the right attitude, the
ability to learn from your
mistakes, to have the intestinal
fortitude to get up and go again
even if you have to try something
different,” Eastmond concluded.
(RSM)

IN spite of the economic crisis,
the Pan American International
Insurance Corporation has
recorded growth in its first year
in this island. In fact, according
to General Manager Keith
King, the company recorded a
37 per cent growth.

“In any language, I think this
is something that we can feel
proud about. We continue to
monitor what is happening on
the local landscape and we are
always trying to make
adjustments to accommodate

what is happening around us. It
is an innovative company and
so we always are looking at, not
necessarily new products only,
but even how we can tweak the
products that we have to be able
to accommodate the market
that we are in,” he said.

Stating that there were
economic challenges, King
noted that persons would
continue to need the services
provided by insurance
companies more now than
before.

Admitting that there have
been some delinquencies, he
outlined that Pan American was
working with policy holders to
find solutions.

“Say they could not pay their
premiums for example we have
certain features in our product
that may allow you to miss
paying a premium or may allow
you to pay it out of your
dividends. So we sit with our
policyholders and work with
them. We do not only sell you a
policy and leave you on your

own, but try to make sure that
you keep that security which is
so important to you,” he
stressed to members of the
media yesterday during a press
conference at the Cheapside
office.

Chief Executive Officer and
Managing Director for the
Caribbean, Miguel Sierra,
pointed out that Barbados is a
pivotal market for the
insurance group and
expectations are that it would
continue to show growth.

The company offers
individual life and health
insurance, group life and health
insurance products,
international major medical
insurance, small business,
estate and executive benefit
plans, voluntary and employer-
paid employee benefit
programmes, speciality life,
accident and health products
and mass marketing and micro
insurance programmes.

It is expected to launch two
new products next year. (JMB)

Pan American records growth after first year

TVET Council
lauds youth

Henderson Eastmond, Executive Director of the Technical and
Vocational Education and Training (TVET) Council.

– making progress in agriculture
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Meanwhile, Chief Executive
Officer and Managing Director
for the Caribbean group,
Miguel Sierra, explained,
“What is critical for the
insurance company is its risk
management and I think
unfortunately what happened
to that company and other
ventures that went through
difficult times is that they did
not manage risk well.”

“They invested in assets that
while they would bring you
high returns their risk was
very high,” he said, adding that
Pan American took a careful
approach to risk management
with a portfolio of assets that
included high quality
corporate bonds and some
government bonds.

“We are extremely careful of
not exposing ourselves and a
large proportion of our
portfolio to high risk
instruments. That has proven
through time that you can
grow your asset base,” he said.
(JMB)

CEO urges 
a careful
approach 
to risk

St. Leonard’s Girls’ secondary – A legacy worth preserving!
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By Ashlee Cox

THE Youths of Barbados,
have been urged to under-
stand that their parents,
are only doing what they
believe will be in their
child’s best interest, as they
ensure that they follow the
right path.

That was the advice coming
from the Hon. Madam Justice
Sandra Mason, as she spoke at
the recently launched
‘Barbados Faces Essay
Competition for Secondary
School Students’, held at the
St. Michael School.

According to Mason, “Your
parents are doing everything
they are doing for your interest.
It does not seem so at the mo-
ment. If your parents are being
‘hard headed and unfair’, give
them a break, because one day
you will reach to the stage
where we are at and you will go
through it yourselves.”

Stressing that it was impor-
tant for them to do things at
the stages of their lives that
were relevant to that stage, she

also encouraged the youths to
try to communicate with their
parents.

“All I’m begging is that you
live the stage of your life that
you are at. Parents are more
understanding than we give
them credit for, you don’t have
to hide everything from them,
with the same token, don’t tell
them everything, because they
don’t expect you to tell them
everything, because you have
to have your own personal
space, but there are certain
things that of necessity you
should speak to your parents
about, and do not be afraid of
them, they are only flesh and
blood like you,” she motivated.

Quoting the words of
Abraham Lincoln, she noted,
“The world belongs to the
young people, they are going to
stand where we the old ones
stood the years before and the
world is your oyster, the world
is yours to conquer.”

Continuing, she further en-
couraged, “those are not just
words, you can do anything in
this world that you want to do,

because you just see it, you
think it, you dream it, you be-
lieve it and you dare to do it
and it will be done. Go and do
the best you can with what you
have”.

THE St. Bartholomew Primary
School has benefitted from the
kind generosity of old scholars
of the school, the St.
Bartholomew’s and Providence
Ambassadors.

Yesterday, the group made a
presentation of a digital camera
and digital projector to the
school’s principal, Hyacinth
Harris during a brief ceremony.
This presentation fulfilled a
promised made by the
Ambassadors during the schools’
reunion in June of this year to
have an active role in the St.
Bartholomew Primary School’s
educational efforts.

Speaking to The Barbados
Advocate on behalf of the
Ambassadors, Retired Senior
Education Officer with the
Ministry of Education, Meta
Edghill said she is happy to give
back to her alma mater.

“This morning it touches my
heart to be here to take part in
presentation to this school, the
school that we cherish, the school
that brings back fond memories
to us of the days that we played
and had fun.We recognised that
with the pressures of life our chil-
dren need some other encourage-
ment so we thought that we
would give something tangible

to the school, we would make
some contributions....”

“This is not the first nor the
last time, I am sure that we

would be making some more pre-
sentations and since we have our
friends overseas who do con-
tribute as well, these things will

grow from strength to strength.”
During the ceremony, Harris

thanked the group for their kind
donation. She also explained to

the students and staff how the
items would be used to enhance
teaching and learning in the
classroom. (MG)

HUB from Page 1

He said that this company
was instrumental in developing
the growth of the animation in-
dustry in India and the
Philippines, to the point where
major studios in Hollywood out-
source their work to persons of
these countries.

Phillips said he would like to
see the Caribbean get their
share of this pie and he believes
that the region offers a viable
option since geographically
speaking, it is closer to North
America; it offers an attractive
destination for Hollywood stu-
dios to visit and the young peo-
ple in this region are creative
and fast 
learners.

“We think that we have a lot
of the pre-requisites that are re-
quired to build the Caribbean
as an animation hub and we
have started doing this over the
last two years,” he said.

In fact, there is a new studio
in Jamaica that has managed
to get outsourced work from
Europe, which has led to fur-
ther opportunities for the per-
sons involved in the industry in
that island.

The consultant stated that be-
fore we can even think of at-
tracting outsourcing work to the

region, we must ensure that we
have the skilled 
labour to be able to do that
work.

“Now the challenge that we
have in the Caribbean is which
comes first, the chicken or the
egg? We can get the outsourcing
contracts, but when we get the
outsourcing contracts, we may
compromise those contracts be-
cause we do not have the
trained talent.”

Therefore, some of the young
people are currently going
through a six-week training
course where they would learn
“[one], how to achieve global
standards and two, they are
able to conduct training to intro-
duce animation to other young
people. So this is pivotal because
it is in preparation of outsourc-
ing contracts for Barbadian stu-
dios on one hand, but it is also
on the other hand, an opportu-
nity to train other young people
in the animation industry be-
cause we need hundreds of peo-
ple to be trained in animation to
make it an industry.”

Currently 21 young people
from West Toons and the
Caribbean Digital Media Centre
(CDMC) – both of which are on
the verge of attracting outsourc-
ing work – are undergoing
training.

Chair of the Ambassadors, Cleveland Straker (right) standing with Head Boy, Nekoda Ellis and
Head Girl, Jennique Taylor following St. Bartholomew’s and Providence Ambassadors’ presen-
tation to the school.

Principal, Hyacinth Harris
explaining to students how
the digital projector will be
used in the classroom

Animation skills of youth in
the C’bean must be honed

Parents only
want what is best
for you!

Old scholars’ group donates to 
St. Bartholemew Primary School

The Hon. Madam
Justice Sandra Mason

        



“BE a positive exam-
ple!”

These critical words of
advice were issued yester-
day to pupils of the
Gordon Greenidge
Primary School, selected
from amongst their peers
to be prefects for the pres-
ent school year.

Featured speaker at the
Gordon Greenidge
Primary School Prefect
Installation Ceremony
Joy Henry, not only en-

couraged the prefects to
lead by example and to
make their school princi-
pal, teachers, parents and
others in authority proud
of their conduct, but she
encouraged the pupils to
trust God and ask for His
guidance in carrying out
their duties.

“When things get diffi-

cult, God is always avail-
able to give us help,” she
insisted.

Using the word PRE-
FECT as an acronym,
Henry told the students
that certain characteris-
tics should shine through,
now they have been cho-
sen to lead. Prefects have
to develop “Patience” she

said, as they will have to
deal with problems and
negative conditions with-
out becoming overly an-
noyed or frustrated.

“Responsibility” will
also have to factor into
the equation, she said, as
prefects will need to make
independent decisions.

“Even though you are
young, God will help you
to develop a sense of re-
sponsibility,” Henry re-
marked, while pointing to
two young Kings noted in
the Bible – Joash and
Josiah- who had to be-
come responsible for their
nation at an early age.

Prefects must also
strive for “Excellence”
Henry noted, while en-
couraging the young lead-
ers to be outstanding in
their conduct and behav-
iour, deportment and atti-
tude.

“God wants us all to
give of our best,” Henry
stressed.

Noting that one of the
main complaints children
at school generally have
is that prefects are by no
means fair in their deal-
ings, Henry encouraged
the prefects at Gordon
Greenidge not to favour
their friends over other
pupils, allowing them to
get away with wrong

doing, but to ensure that
equality and “Fairness”
are meted out to all.

The featured speaker
also encouraged the pre-
fects to set a positive
“Example”, to the point
where other pupils can
copy their positive behav-
iour; to show “Courtesy”
by being polite and dis-
playing the best attitude
for the best responses and
finally, to be
“Trustworthy”, ensuring

that they do not let their
school down and those
who have deemed them
worthy of their trust.

A number of prefects
and senior prefects re-
ceived their badges dur-
ing the Prefect
Installation Ceremony at
the school yesterday.
Nyasha Browne was cho-
sen as Head Girl for
Gordon Greenidge, while
Jadyn Estaphan was cho-
sen as Head Boy. Jenna
Greaves will serve as
Deputy Head Girl and
Aaron Griffith as Deputy
Head Boy. (RSM)
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Featured speaker at the Gordon Greenidge
Primary School Prefect Installation Ceremony,
Joy Henry.

Gordon Greenidge Primary School Principal, Angela Smith (right) presented Nyasha Browne with the
cherished Head Girl badge.

Prefects encouraged to lead by example

Deputy Head Boy Aaron Griffith as he received his badge from the Principal.

at Gordon Greenidge Primary School
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By Kerri Gooding

IN light of recent
events, Barbadians are
being implored to take
back their country, to
put an end to the nega-
tivity and show pride in
this nation.

The Minister of Culture,
Sports and Youth,Stephen
Lashley, recently at the
2013 Sagicor Life Inc.
Lighting Ceremony, be-
seeched, “I should like to
stress that the symbolism
of light dispelling darkness
is profound.At this time of
the year, we should ac-
knowledge that Indepen-
dence is a way of life. It is
a state of mind, and as an
independent people, we
should take ownership of
our communities.”

He challenged, “We

should pledge to do what
we can to strengthen
them. We should pledge
not to sit idly by and com-
plain, but to involve our-
selves in the fight against
societal scourges – scour-
ges such as crime, domes-
tic violence,prejudices and
injustice.Let us once again
see ourselves as our broth-
ers’ and sisters’ keepers.”

The Permanent Secreta-
ry in his Ministry, Ruth
Blackman, also added her
voice to this plea, urging
Barbadians to demon-
strate national pride.

She said, “[During] our
month-long celebration of
Independence, let us re-
flect on what we can do for
the further development of
our country, the contribu-
tion we can make to show
our appreciation for this

land we love so dearly.”
Blackman stated that in

1966, the Father of Inde-
pendence, the Rt.Excellent
Errol Walton Barrow,
made the statement, “Our
total commitment to our
country, for both the pres-
ent and the future, was to
be nothing less than a so-
cial and cultural uplift-
ment.”

And she submitted that
it is upon such pillars that
we should build in order to
eradicate “the strife that
seems to be having a new
lease on life among our

young people.”
She urged, “It will lay

the foundation on which to
build social cohesion. It
will give purpose to life,be-
cause God will be at the
centre of every initiative.

“So let us give our Father
of Independence and our
ancestors a reason to smile
with approval from the
great beyond, beginning
with this month and all it
signifies. Show your alle-
giance and commitment to
Barbados. Wear your na-
tional colours proudly and
come celebrate Barbados.”

Take back Barbados, show
national pride
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BUSINESS owners will
get an opportunity to hear
how the CARIFORUM-
EU Economic Partnership
Agreement (EPA) will fa-
cilitate their export poten-
tial into the European
Union, when the EPA
Implementation Unit
hosts a two-day workshop.

The workshops, themed:
Converting EU Market
Access into Tangible
Benefits, will be held to-
morrow, Wednesday, No-
vember 6 and Thursday,
November 7, at the Lloyd
Erskine Sandiford Centre,
Two Mile Hill,St.Michael,
starting at 9:00 a.m. each
day.

Minister of Foreign
Affairs and Foreign Trade,
Senator Maxine McClean,
will deliver the feature ad-
dress during the official
opening ceremony. There
will also be remarks from
Ambassador of Germany
to Barbados,Trinidad and
Tobago, the OECS, Guy-
ana and Suriname, Stefan
Schluter, and Head of the
European Union Delega-
tion to Barbados and the
Eastern Caribbean,
Mikael Barfod.

During the sessions,
participants will hear pre-
sentations from a number
of resource persons, in-
cluding Consultant in the
EPA Implementation
Unit, Errol Humphrey,
who will speak on the
topic: EPA-Related

Benefits for the Bold, the
Creative, the Innovative,
the Proactive, at 9:40 a.m.

Executive Director of
the Barbados Coalition of
Service Industries, Lisa
Cummins, will discuss
Challenges Faced by
Small Services Suppliers
Entering the EU Market:
What Are Some of the
Solutions at 3:15 p.m.,and
a talk on EPA-Related
Resources available under
Caribbean Export’s Pri-
vate Sector Development
Programme will be deliv-
ered by Senior Grant Ad-
visor with the Caribbean
Export Development
Agency, Kirk Brown, at
11:45 a.m.

The following day,
Thursday, November 7,
there will be a workshop
entitled: Design
Caribbean and Other
Services Export
Initiatives Targeted at the
EU Market by Public
Relations and Communi-
cations Officer, at the
Caribbean Export and
Development Agency,
Joellen Laryea, commenc-
ing at 11:15 a.m.; while
Chief Executive Officer of
the Copyright Society of
Composers, Authors and
Publishers, Erica Smith,
will present on the topic:
An Avenue into the EU
Entertainment Market –
Music Festivals, Regional
Music Export Office etc.
starting at 9:30 a.m.

EPA workshop 
on market access

SECRETARY-GENERAL
of the Caribbean Tourism
Organisation (CTO),
Hugh Riley believes that
the Caribbean region
needs to come together as
one and pool its resources
and market the destina-
tion more effectively.

“When we come to-
gether and market the
Caribbean brand, every
member country who par-
ticipates benefits,” he
stressed.

“The last time we did
this, which was right after
the crisis of 9-11, business
went up around 11 per
cent and everyone realised
there is a benefit in pool-
ing resources. You see, in-
dividually, none of us has
the size of a budget to be
powerful enough to make
the kind of noise to make
the kind of impact out
there in the competitive
market place, but once we
pool our resources, we see
the results. That’s what
we must do.”

Inconsistent progress
However, he pointed out

that the recent CTO State
of the Industry Confe-
rence is a continuation of
the effort of pooling re-
sources together.

According to him, indi-
vidual member countries
are doing what they must
do.

“There is no question
about that. So progress is
being made, but it is
spotty, it is inconsistent.

What we really need to do
is to have a reliable, con-
sistent, sustainable fund,
such as our competitors
are doing to market them-
selves as destinations, we,
in the Caribbean must do
the same.”

Diversifying economies
Riley further acknowl-

edged that there is a long
discussion going on in
many places about diver-
sifying the Caribbean
economies, and finding al-
ternative sources of for-
eign exchange.

“I think that’s fine, but
what we have now and
what the rest of the world
has jumped on board to
get a piece of, is this very
lucrative, very resilient,
very exciting tourism pie.
People all over the world
are really declaring by
their actions that they feel
they have a right to travel,
and we in the Caribbean
are a magnet for attract-
ing people who feel they
have a right to travel.”

“We have the resources,
in terms of the human re-
sources; we have the nat-
ural resources in terms of
the beauty; we have the
tranquility and peace and
stability to attract them.
We need to be able to mar-
ket ourselves effectively
and clearly we have to fix
the business of accessibil-
ity – air service is still an
issue which always re-
quire our attention,” he
said. (TL)

Every member
country benefits
when we come
together, says Riley

MEMBERS of the public
are being encouraged to
share their views with
officers of the Fair
Trading Commission
(FTC), on the existing
Standards of Service for
the Barbados Light &
Power and the landline
services of Cable &
Wireless.

Staff will be upstairs at
the Colonnade Mall in
Bridgetown on Friday,
November 15, from 11:00
a.m. until 3:00 p.m., to
answer any questions or
queries relating to the
Standards of Service.

For further information,
persons may contact the
FTC at 426-0260.

Fair Trading Commission
to hold outreach event

POLICE are investigat-
ing the unnatural death
of Ronnie Omar Clarke,
35 years of Crusher Site
Road, St. James, which
occurred about 11.00
p.m. on November 3rd,
2013.

Clarke was sitting out-
side his residence when

he was shot several
times. He sustained
gunshot injuries to his
left arm and right thigh.

He ran from there to
an area on Prospect
Road, Highway 1, where
he collapsed and died.

Investigations are con-
tinuing.

Suspected murder at
Prospect, St. James

THE prevalence of
HIV/AIDS amongst people
aged 50 years and over is
on the rise world-wide, ac-
cording to a new study re-
leased by UNAIDS, the
Joint UN Programme on
HIV/AIDS.

The study says 3.6 mil-
lion people aged 50 years
and over are living with
HIV, the majority of them
2.9 million in the develop-
ing world.

UNAIDS says at least
100 000 people aged 50
years and over were con-
tracting HIV every year

through a combination of
risky behaviours found in
younger people, such as
unprotected sex and in-
jecting drug use.

Specific attention
There is therefore a call

for an upscale of HIV pre-
vention and control serv-
ices for people aged 50 and
over, as it noted that their
mortality was much
higher compared to
younger people, due to
other age-related health
complications.

Peter Ghys, Chief of

Data at UNAIDS stated:
“We recommend that
there be specific attention
for the needs of this popu-
lation group, and this
comes in a few areas.

“First of all, to make
sure that awareness cam-
paigns and prevention
programmes generally ad-
dress this specific age
group, because sometimes
those campaigns may just
have a more narrow fo-
cus.”

“Also, we recommend
that treatment be started
early also for people of 50

and above, because the
survival of people that are
receiving treatment is ex-
tended for all age groups.
However, somehow people
that are in the older age
groups are more vulnera-
ble and that their survival
is comparatively shorter.”

Ghys added that health
services need to be inte-
grated for this age group,
stating that because they
are an ageing group, they
will present other health
conditions that in them-
selves also need treat-
ment. (TL)

UNAIDS warns of growing HIV
burden among older people

       



By Kerri Gooding

MINISTER of Culture,
Sports and Youth,
Stephen Lashley, used
the 2013 Sagicor Life
Inc. Lighting
Ceremony last evening
as an opportunity to
open the eyes of
Barbadians.

He implored, “We
cannot deny, of course,
that the lighting up of the
City and of the
roundabouts and other
buildings around the
island is aesthetically very
pleasing. The lights do
indeed create a beautiful
sight. But we should see
beyond this – beyond the
relatively superficial
aspect of this event.”

Calling on Barbadians
to be aware that the
recession is not
concentrated within our
166 square mile radius,

but is in fact global and
wide-reaching, he
asserted, “Yes, these are
challenging times – not
only for us here in
Barbados. Our current
experiences have to be
seen in a global context.

“I find it interesting that
in spite of all that is
happening around the
world, there are still those
among us who seem to be
suffering from a very

dangerous form of myopia,
which denies that the
global economic crisis
continues to affect us in
the Caribbean.”

He painted the picture
of the ripple effect across
the globe, stating,“The fire
in the garment factory in
Bangladesh not long ago,a
country that is some eight
or nine thousand miles
away from us, will
ultimately have an impact

on the price that we pay
for clothes. The tragedy of
the events of 9/11 and
subsequent related
events, continue to affect
tourism in our part of the
world. No country any
longer lives in isolation.
We all now live in an inter-
dependent, globalised
environment.”

However, the Minister
beseeched Barbadians to
recognise the positive

aspects of our society
which are symbolised by
the light.

“For us, it should be seen
as a symbol of those
attributes, those privileges
which we have enjoyed,
which have brought us to
this point in our history.
Privileges such as a
parliamentary system
which has ensured good
and stable government
over the years; an

education system which is
the envy of many; a good
health care system.These
are not things that we
should ever take for
granted.”

Though cautioning that
“we should also recognise
that the entire world is at
a crossroads”, he assured,
“Barbados, like the rest of
the world, will emerge
from the current economic
situation.”
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More
than
just
lights

The Springer Memorial Secondary School rendered Psalm 23.The Minister of Culture, Sports and Youth Stephen
Lashley informed Barbadians of upcoming changes.

The New Dimensions Eagles did a dance entitled 'No Music'.
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RELIGION, literature and art throughout the
history of human civilisation have revered the
presence of light in our lives. In the Christian
faith, the creation of light signifies the beginning
of the world. The progression of mankind as
recorded by our historians shows light playing a
crucial role in the advancement of our societies.
It is believed that Neanderthal civilisation took a
giant leap forward with the discovery of fire, which
allowed for greater security against predators (as
well as an evolution in eating habits). Some
centuries later, the period of Enlightenment would
see  Europeans engaging in intellectual
illumination, as its scientists began to make
important discoveries and embrace knowledge
already developed by other peoples. Later on in
the chronology of human civilisation, the
discovery and harnessing of electricity shed even
more light on the capabilities of human beings to
innovate and shape their world.

However, despite the role that light has played
in the development of mankind, there resides in
each of us, a propensity to shun the light in certain
aspects of our lives. As the saying goes, where
ignorance is bliss, ‘tis folly to be wise. It is a
mantra to which many cling, when the thought of
confronting the unknown seems too daunting a
proposition. However, we should be mindful of
another adage which rings just as true – what is
done in darkness must come out to light.We would
be better guided by this latter concept – as
individuals, as a community and as a country,
understanding that a problem or danger ignored
can become an even greater threat.

This is applicable to a great many aspects of our
lives.Take for instance, the significant increase in
cases of dengue fever this year. There is no
spotlight when persons improperly dispose of
receptacles, providing the ideal breeding grounds
for mosquitos. But eventually, it is the entire
society that pays the price. Similarly, many ills
within the home, schools and workplace are kept
in darkness, for fear of public shaming or
embarrassment. But if they are not highlighted,
they manifest themselves in other and sometimes
more horrific ways. We speak here of neglectful
parenting, child and sexual abuse, incest, theft,
corruption and the list goes on.

Positive light
We would wish to note here, however, that it is

equally important to shine a light on the good that
is being done within the society. As the debate
continues over the publication in another section
of the press of a photograph purportedly depicting
sexual activity between two minors, a comment
being heard with some frequency is that the
media is generally too negative and does little to
showcase the many positive things taking place
in our society, especially when it comes to the
youth.

To those who feel this way, we say that it is
time to see the light!

Every single day, in the pages of this newspaper
and its sister publications, one can find stories of
innovation, ingenuity, inspiration and
enlightenment among our young people, business
leaders and many other groups in society. The
positive stories are there, if one cares to shine a
light on them – which we do.

As celebrations for the 47th anniversary of
Independence of this country have begun in
earnest, the island is now illuminated at various
points, and primarily in the central area of
Bridgetown – the capital and heart of the country.
We would wish that every Barbadian would be
inspired to shine a light in their own hearts,
homes and communities, truly lighting up this
country in a way that electricity never could.

Editorial

Let there be light! By Janelle Husbands

THE Lost Generation and
Generation X are terms
used to describe a certain
group during a specific
period of time.

The post-World War 1
group has been described
as the lost generation, or
those who came of age at
that time, while Gen X was
known as those born
between 1961 and 1981,
and characterized as
slackers.

These are terms that
have been used in Barbados
quite literally to describe
any group of young persons
who might have fallen into
some form of trouble with
the law.

We see them as doomed
to fail and really a lost cause
who are destined for the
penal system.

This in many cases is
believed to originate from
the fact that many of our
young persons are
becoming parents very
early and with the absence
of the extended family, we

are having a number of
children being raised by
children, or as we in
Barbados say, the blind
leading the blind.

It has become painfully
obvious that we have a
serious problem on our
hands where it comes to our
young people.The problems
are deep and sadly we see it
spilling into violence which
in many cases could have
been avoided.

There is apparently a
greater lack on the basic
principles and morals, lack
of respect for self and
others, no respect for
property, no value for
education or figures of
authority. Instead, it seems
as though we are seeing a
group of unfeeling and
angry young persons,
plugged into the social
media and other high-tech
devices, focusing on the
most expensive bags with
no books, and other brand
name items which their
parents can barely afford.

It is easy to see how
persons would then look at

this generation and
describe them as “lost”.The
reality is, however, that we
cannot turn our back s on
them, but try to get them
back on track.

Space would not allow
but permit me to highlight
an excellent teacher and
role model known as Mac
Fingall who some would
argue whipped the Lodge
School back into shape
more than two decades ago.
Many children at the time
did not understand his way
of teaching.

His “boot camp” style of
conducting physical
education, for example,
pushed children to levels
they did not imagine they
could reach and instilled in
them a sense of discipline
that at the time they could
not understand how it
would benefit them as
adults. Fast forward to the
real world outside of school,
all children who had the
privilege of being taught by
Mr. Fingall hold him in the
highest regard for keeping
them in line,and not giving

up.Quite frankly,many did
not have that type of
reinforcement at home.

The reality is that we
have a lot of single parent
homes, mostly run by
mothers.And as tough a pill
as it is to swallow, the
officials at our prison will
tell you a vast majority of
inmates were raised in a
single parent household.
That is in no means an
indictment on mothers,but
we cannot ignore that
reality.

So, the question must be
asked.Are we going to try a
different approach in our
schools or homes or are we
going to sit down and chalk
up more persons in the “lost
generation.”

We also need to find out
the source of the anger in
these students. Certainly,
children act out for a
number of reasons, but it
appears as though we are
afraid to ask our children
what’s wrong.Kicking them
out of school is fixing one
problem, but creating
another in the long run.

WASHINGTON – Senior
national security lawyers
yesterday told an
independent oversight board
examining US surveillance
programs that the
government needs to keep its
trove of innocent Americans’
telephone records despite
growing efforts in Congress
to shut down the program.

The lawyers also told the
Privacy and Civil Liberties
Oversight Board during a
hearing that a secret
overseas Internet data-
gathering program exposed
last week was not an attempt
to evade scrutiny by a federal
intelligence court that
supervises such operations.
Top officials of Google and
Yahoo have criticized the
program, in which the
National Security Agency
reportedly tapped into fiber
optic cables that funnel the
data overseas. The
government did not dispute
that it tapped the cables
overseas for Internet traffic
but said it wasn’t doing so to
avoid US legal restrictions.

If Congress were to shut
down the government’s

collection of Americans’
phone records every day,
which it has been secretly
doing since 2006, “we
wouldn’t be able to see the
patterns that the NSA’s
programs provide us,” said
Patrick Kelley,acting general
counsel of the FBI. Kelley
added that the FBI would
not be able to weed out
significant phone data if it
did not have the NSA’s
massive data bank to tap
into,and would lose valuable
time if it had to instead seek
the data from individual
phone companies.

The NSA’s general
counsel,Rajesh De,declined
to comment about published
details describing the US
tapping into fiber optic cables
to extract Internet data
about customers of Google
and Yahoo without the
knowledge of the technology
companies. But De insisted
that the program was not an
attempt to avoid the
supervision of the Federal
Intelligence Surveillance
Court.

“That is simply
inaccurate,”De said.He said

news accounts about the
program contained
inaccuracies but didn’t say
what they were.

Eric Schmidt, Google’s
chairman, told CNN he was
shocked by the latest
revelations. Schmidt
described the operation as
“perhaps a violation of law
but certainly a violation of
mission.” He added that it
was “clearly an overstep.”
Schmidt once famously told
an interviewer, “If you have
something that you don’t
want anyone to know,maybe
you shouldn’t be doing it in
the first place.”

Surveillance efforts aimed
at the leaders of Germany
and other European
governments as well as
thousands of their citizens
have also roiled relations
between the US and its
allies.

The five members of the
Privacy and Civil Liberties
Oversight Board are
appointed by President
Barack Obama but report to
Congress.The board has set
no deadline but has been
meeting for months with

national security officials to
scrutinize the surveillance
programs and their impact
on civil liberties.

In his comments,Re noted
that former NSA contract
employee Edward Snowden,
who leaked information
behind many recent
disclosures,had no access to
the surveillance agency’sraw
metadata collected both from
Americans and foreign
phone and Internet users.
“Wedon’t have any evidence
that makes us believe
Snowden had access to raw
material,”Re said.

He said such material is
so tightly guarded that only
22 federal officials are
authorised to allow NSA
employees to query the
metadata in counter-
terrorism searches.

But recent FISA court
documents released by the
NSA and the court have
shown that despite those
safeguards, the surveillance
agency repeatedly allowed
unsanctioned access to that
material until the court
ordered tightened
procedures.

Intel agency lawyers urge 
retention of secret data

Different approach needed
‘For the cause that lacks assistance, ’Gainst the wrongs that need resistance, For the future in the distance, And the good that I can do’
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By Patricia Thangaraj

THE job of a public primary
school principal is multi-
faceted in that he/she has to
juggle many responsibilities
on a daily basis.

This is according to the
Minister of State in the Prime
Minister’s Office, Senator
Patrick Todd, who delivered
the feature address at the
Association of Public Primary
School Principals 15th Annual
General Meeting under the
theme, “Leading and
Learning: Endless
Possibilities” at the Savannah
Hotel recently.

Accordingly, the role of
principal is similar to that of a
leader of a major corporation
except that he/she also has to
deal with the issues that the
young people would come
forward with.

“The role of the Principal is
equivalent to that of a Chief
Executive Officer of a large
private sector enterprise, with
the added challenge of having
to deal with a stream of
emergencies from his/her
young charges, sometimes
without a secretary to filter
the traffic as it were,” he
illustrated.

Todd stated that in order to
ensure that the students who
pass through the gates of the
primary school that the
principal manages develop
holistically, he/she must have
sound management
techniques. These skills also
come in handy in managing a
staff of both teaching and
ancillary personnel, as well as
the parents and guardians of
these students.

“Principals of public primary
schools have to master all the
functions of management. The
primary function of producing
rounded students who can
think for themselves requires
astute management and
regular evaluation of teachers.
In addition to this, the
Principal must persist in
seeking to motivate parents
and guardians to get more
involved in the education of
their children or wards.”

Caring for the students also
includes providing a safe,
secure and healthy
environment for these young
students to thrive in. “On a
daily basis, the Principal must
take responsibility for the
general health and safety of
all persons while on the school
compound. He or she must

create a safe zone for students
while acting in loco parentis.”

It also includes ensuring
that the young male students
are provided with
opportunities to grow by
providing them with strong
role models, since some of
them make not be getting this
at home.

“The principal must at all
times consider the
consequences of  gender
disparity among the staff at
their particular school. More
research has to be carried out
on the effect on young males
growing up in a female-headed
household and attending
schools where there are no
male teachers.”

Furthermore, it  also
includes debating whether or
not to admit a student whose
immigrant status is not clear,
concluded Todd.

“Finally, the principal is
often called upon to make a
decision on the right of a child
to receive an education, even
though his/her legal status is
unclear. Whether or not to
admit such children of
immigrants to the public
primary school system
requires principle-centred
leadership.”

WE cannot let up when it
comes to one of the key
brand elements of Barbados
and that is safety.

So says Paul Collymore,
Operations Manager of Ocean
Two Resort & Residences.

Speaking at a press conference
discussing a number of tourism-
related issues, he noted:
“Barbados is still a relatively
safe destination, but there are
some areas that still need work.”

Many have called for a rescue
mission in areas such as St.
Lawrence Gap in terms of more
security. There has been a
committee set up to tackle the
improvements of this once

exciting area for night life.
Reviving Bridgetown has also
been a project spearheaded by
the Barbados Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (BCCI)
and one of the aspects is
improved security for both locals
and guest.

The Operations Manager
insisted, “We need an enabling
environment where there are no
threats to visitors coming to our
shores such as harassment,
which is an issue we need to look
at; that  when they come to the
island that we treat them in a
way where they would tell others
to come back where there is a
feeling of safety.

He noted that there has been
discussion to improve the Gap
which is at Ocean Two’s back
door, but the feedback from the
guests is that there are still
incidents of harassment.

“It is a work in progress, but
with the upcoming winter
season we need corrective action
to ensure that the guests feel
safer. We can’t control the
external market but we can
control certain aspects here in
Barbados,” he emphasised.

“Police presence is seen as a
deterrent.Also what is needed is
that if we see something, speak
out. We need to look at the
impact for our guests returning

on our shores. If we are seeing
complaints on social media sites
we have to deal with this
situation. Also, at our own
property, we put in place all the
measures we can to make our
guests feel safe.We have a team
of security, including every
employee looking out for each
other and guests,” he outlined.

Earlier this year several
owners of businesses in St.
Lawrence Gap stated their
interest in working towards the
revitalisation of this
entertainment hub as it is a
major attraction for many
tourist on the South Coast belt
and in general.Some of the areas

of improvement that the owners
cited were lighting, cleanliness,
security and harassment.
Despite there having been
closures in this area, there have
been seen some new businesses
that have emerged on this strip.

Also this year, Minister of
Tourism and International
Transport, Richard Sealy,
revealed that St. Lawrence Gap
would soon become a 24-hour
arts and craft centre as a part of
the ten-point plan for the
Barbados tourism industry.
Government will be working
with the owners in this area to
set this initiative in motion.
(NB)

Safety an important element of tourism brand 

Multifaceted roles for principals 
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monsters,” Carmona said. “It
is talent with character that
produces world citizens.”

This address, Brandon said,
is suited to the citizens of all
the countries in this region.
“Our treasuries are hurting,
the coffers are low, jobs are
scarce, the cost of living is high
and our children, youth,
women and men are in
problems. We have to become
entrepreneurial citizens.”

She challenged that the way
sustainable development is
looked at must be re-

evaluated. “Sustainability
everywhere equals sound
leadership. Sound leadership
requires sound, principled
people. We need to show our
people we value them as
human beings and as assets.

“We must start helping our
people to change their
mindsets and behaviours so
they can become problem
solvers, critical thinkers, self-
reliant and resilient, givers
rather than takers. We need to
stop institutionalising
spinelessness and producing
brilliant monsters,” she said.

(JH)  

Renewed focus needed

Managing Director of the
Caribbean Centre for
Excellence for Youth
Entrepreneurship, Marcia
Brandon.

BARBADIANS are
encouraged to “Think Blue
and Wear Blue” not only on
World Diabetes Day, which
will be observed globally on
Thursday, November 14, but
throughout the month of
November which has been
designated Diabetes Month.

The Diabetes Association of
Barbados and the Barbados
Diabetes Foundation will be
observing a month of activities
to create more awareness
about the condition. It started
with a church service on
Sunday, November 3, at the
French Village Pentecostal
House of Prayer, St. Peter,
beginning at 9:30 a.m.

The activities will continue
with a 5K Walk/Run on
Saturday, November 9, at 6:00
a.m.The event starts and ends
at the Diabetes Centre in
Warrens, St. Michael and is
free. Interested persons are
required to register online at
www.facebook.com/dab1975.

Also on Saturday, there will
be health checks and a
membership drive between
10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. at
Sky Mall, Haggatt Hall, St.
Michael. Later in the evening,
starting at 7:00, patrons will
be treated to Silhouettes – A
Latin and Ballroom Show at
the St. Leonard’s Boys’ School,
Richmond Gap, St. Michael.
There will be an admission fee.

There will be another
church service at St.
Matthews Anglican Church,
Jackman, St. Michael, on
Sunday, November 10,
beginning at 4:30 p.m. On
World Diabetes Day, the
Diabetes Association and the
Diabetes Foundation will host
health checks and
membership drives at all
branches of Republic Bank

(Barbados) Limited and in the 
Mobile Unit which will be

parked at Independence
Square, The City, from 10:00
a.m. until 3:00 p.m. In
addition, health checks will be
conducted at the Queen
Elizabeth Hospital between
8:30 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. on that
day.

A panel discussion on
diabetes will be held in the
evening at The Grande Salle,
Tom Adams Financial Centre,
Spry Street, The City,
beginning at 7:00. Panellists
include: Dr. Carlisle Goddard,
Internal Medicine; Dr. Rene
Best, Family Medicine;
Kevamae Sobers, Diabetes
Nurse Specialist; Tina
O’Connor, diabetic; Esther
Selman, Registered Dietician;
and Simone McConnie,
Podiatrist. The theme for the
day is Diabetes – Protect Our
Future.

Members of the public are
invited to visit the Blue Circle
City at the Diabetes Centre in
Warrens on Saturday,
November 16, from 10:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m. where they can
access health checks, take part
in activities such as Zumba
and karaoke and view various
products. Persons are asked to
wear blue and there will be a
nominal admission fee. The
Blue Circle is the
international symbol for
diabetes.

On Saturday, November 23,
there will be a Walk to
Wellness - Hikers Picnic Tour
at Barclays Park, St. Andrew,
from 6:00 a.m. until noon.
Persons who wish to
participate may call 256-3093
or email
bajanfusion@gmail.com or
visit
www.facebook.com/BajanFusion

Activities for
Diabetes Month
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KUDOS have been sho-
wered on the beach at
Holetown, St. James, de-
scribed as one of the top
10 beaches across the
Caribbean.

It received kudos for
its white sand and
turquoise sea.

“Bars and restaurants
next to the beach, serv-
ing cocktails at sunset,”
also added to the glam-
our.

A survey was done
among readers of the
Guardian Newspaper, of
England, to select the top

10 beaches in the Carib-
bean.

“The best thing about
this beach was the sun-
set at the end of the day
and watching the fisting
boards returning – para-
dise,” said a reader
whose views were can-
vassed.

Other Caribbean
beaches featured among
the 10 were  located in
Guadeloupe, Costa Rica,
the British Virgin Is-
lands, the Dominican
Republic, Cuba, Tobago,
Trinidad, and Nevis.

MUCH of the measures
being taken by the gov-
ernment of Barbados, as
well as those outlined in
the last budget, are
geared towards protect-
ing the country’s foreign
reserves by dampening
demand. They do not,
however, address the
need for Government to
cut down on its expendi-
ture, says Reginald
Farley, former govern-
ment minister.

“[These measures] are
demand dampening
measures.When you have
a potential foreign ex-
change issue, you cannot
these days use trade pol-
icy, because things such
as import licenses and
high tariffs are no longer
allowed under the [World
Trade Organisation].

“So you basically have
to depress the economy to
dampen consumer de-
mand, and part of the tax-
ation and those measures
are really designed to do
that,” Farley remarked.

He, however, noted that
such measures were still
a separate and shorter-
term matter from looking
at government expendi-
ture.

He maintained that
Government needed to be
re-examining its role and
called for greater philo-
sophical debate surround-
ing the size and activities
that ought to be associ-
ated with a present day

Barbadian government.
By shifting some of its

current activities, the
ICAB Executive Director
explained that Govern-
ment would be able to
focus its attention on
areas which were being
starved of attention and
investment.

Farley zeroed in on the
importance of govern-
ment becoming more
technologically-savvy. He
also noted that a more ag-
gressive E-government
strategy was one critical
investment Government
needed to pursue as a
part of the growth strat-
egy.

In an earlier interview,
he had stated that this
was not simply a case of
computerisation, but that
the current system, which
is still over-laid with
paper-based processes,
needs to be flattened in
order to spread decision
making downwards.

Achieving higher rat-
ings

Key targets to be
achieved in such a strat-
egy, he had outlined, were
the allowance of certainty
of processes (or eradica-
tion of disambiguation
within such processes),
parallel processing be-
tween related depart-
ments and a more respon-
sive system which al-
lowed for monitoring.

Farley said that being

able to achieve such tar-
gets would make Barba-
dos more highly rated in
terms of business facili-

tation, adding that our
small size should make us
more nimble, better able
to process business re-

quirements.
Instead, the reality was

that much larger coun-
tries, weighed down by

heavier systems and
structures, were able to
outperform us in this
area. (RA)

By Nadia Brancker

THE move toward a
more 24-hour work
culture seems to be
resurfacing in many
discussions, as a way of
improving business in
Barbados and offering
a better service to
guests.

However, it seems to be
a discussion on if this 
model is feasible for
Barbados, and maybe the
constant dialogue on the
matter suggests that the
academics should do a
feasibility study on if we
really need to go more
towards that model.

Granted, this model
seems to already have
been given some momen-
tum in different ways. For
example, earlier this year,
Minister of Tourism and
International Transport,
Richard Sealy, revealed
that the St.Lawrence Gap
will soon become a 24-hour

arts and craft centre, as a
part of the ten point plan
for the Barbados Tourism
Industry.Government will
be working with the
owners in this area to have
this initiative kicked off.

President of the Bar-
bados Hotel and Tourism
Association (BHTA),
Patricia Affonso- Dass, be-
lieves that one of the ways
that Government can at-
tract both local and foreign
investors, is to implement
a 24-hour economy.

In her address at the
third quarterly general
meeting of the BHTA, she
expressed that we should
“increase effectiveness in
the delivery of government
services and the utilisation
of more modern
techniques in the legal,
financial and interna-
tional business sectors –
ultimately implement a
24-hour economy”.

Speaking to Paul 
Collymore, Operations

Manager of Ocean Two
Resort & Residences, he
believes “the key area is to
listen to our visitors, and
in terms of going towards
24-hour Barbados. That
has to be based on the re-
search and feedback from
our visitors, saying that is
something that they would
prefer and can create
opportunities, then we
should move towards that
if there is a demand for it.

“Of course,we need to do
the research to prove that
it’s a strong enough
demand and is it viable for
the Barbados market.”

Staying relevant
Philip Chandler,Human

Resources Manager of
Accra Beach Hotel & Spa,
maintains, “It is timely;
this is where the world is
going. We have to keep
relevant.

“We do have guests that
come here and want to go
[to the] supermarket, but

by 9, many places are
closed, and when they go
to a destination, they want
that level of service they
have grown [accustomed
to]. Even our shopping
centres on weekends by
9:00 p.m. are closed.

“There needs to be more
activity,but also a feasibil-
ity study would have to be
done to pin point the op-
portunities and also tackle
the negative aspects.”

He added, “The revitali-
sation of Bridgetown, in
terms of closing a bit later,
is a good idea, because it
gives tourists an opportu-
nity to go shopping after
the beach etc. Of course,
even for the local market,
it could be beneficial to get
business done without
having to leave work
during work hours.

“However it will take
time. We can’t just jump
and do this. It needs a plan
and incrementally roll it
out.”

Is a 24-hour Barbados feasible?

Farley: Government expenditure still not tackled

Holetown
beach named 
in Caribbean
top 10 list

President of the Barbados Hotel and Tourism Association (BHTA), Patricia Affonso- Dass, believes that one of the
ways that Government can attract both local and foreign investors, is to implement a 24-hour economy. 

       



SOL PETROLEUM JA-
MAICA LIMITED has
been unveiled as the
most recent addition to
The Sol Group, and the
newly formed company
has been credited with
enhancing Jamaica’s
image as a ready-for-
business destination.

In June this year, Sol
was appointed as the new
macro-distributor for Shell
lubricants in Jamaica,
deepening the already
well-established commer-
cial relationship between
Sol and Shell.

To formally mark the es-
tablishment of the new Sol
business, the company was
toasted at a gala ceremony
last week at the Terra No-
va Hotel, which featured
entertainment including
Jamaica’s vocal star,
Tessanne Chin, who has
been creating waves inter-
nationally since debuting
on NBC’s hit series “The
Voice”.

Featured speaker, The
Honorable Dr.Morais Guy,
M.P., Jamaica’s Minister
without portfolio in the Mi-
nistry of Transport,Works
& Housing, addressed an
audience that included fel-
low cabinet ministers, offi-
cials of the Sol Group, and
representatives of Shell, a
global leader in the petro-
leum industry and strate-

gic partner of Sol, the Ca-
ribbean’s leading supplier
of petroleum products.

Dr. Guy said Jamaica
welcomed Sol as a social
partner in several areas,
including energy:

“You’re not just a distrib-
utor of petroleum products,
you are now a partner with
the Ministry in the quest
to boost efficiencies in land
transportation in Jamaica.

“So once again, the Gov-
ernment of Jamaica whole-
heartedly welcomes you to
our shores, we laud your
move and we anticipate so-
cial partnerships in areas
of not just energy, but the
environment, education
and sports.All this is to be
coupled with your passion
for excellence. Your pres-
ence here gives us a major
boost in selling to the rest
of the world that Jamaica
is open for business.”

Andrew Rollins,Director
and Chief Financial Officer
of The Sol Group, said the
company was honoured to
welcome Jamaica to its
family,which now officially
spanned 19 territories
across the region.

“To ensure we deliver on
the Sol promise to cus-
tomers, and to make cer-
tain we successfully man-
age the Shell lubricants
portfolio,we have joined to-
gether some of the best

and brightest local profes-
sionals to lead the Sol
charge in Jamaica.We are
very confident that this
team will continue to build
on the strong legacy which
Shell Lubricants has al-
ready established here,
and we are already very
pleased with the local
team’s efforts so far,” said
Rollins.

Robert Jackson,General
Manager for Sol Petroleum
Jamaica Limited,said Sol’s
appointment as the official
Macro Distributor for Shell
Lubricants reaffirmed the
fact that Sol was a pre-
ferred partner of Shell.

“Through this partner-
ship, Sol provides a full
range of Shell lubricants,
including synthetic high-
performance products

from our offices located at
Lot 5 Newport East in
Kingston. Sol also has
ready access to Shell’s re-
sources and specialists in
the Lubricants field,”
Jackson stated.

“At Sol Jamaica,our goal
is to deliver quality prod-
ucts and services, custo-
mized solutions, flexibility
and excellent sales support
to consumers. The legacy
of Shell lubricants in Ja-
maica is one that has en-
dured the test of time, and
will continue to be regar-
ded by Jamaicans as prod-
ucts of very high quality.”

In her comments,
Victoria Singh, a member
of Shell’s Latin America
Distributor Markets Sales
team, and the Account
Manager for Sol Petroleum

Jamaica Limited, under-
scored Sol’s value as a
strategic partner of Shell.

“Jamaica is a territory
that is very important to
Shell. We recognize that
the Political,Economic and
Social landscape of the
markets in which we oper-
ate is constantly changing.
Meeting those challenges
requires innovation, part-
nership and the effective
application of that innova-
tion.

“It is for this reason that,
after months of careful de-

liberation and meticulous
screening, SOL was se-
lected to be our partner in
Jamaica.”

This new business in
Jamaica is the latest chap-
ter in an expansion process
dating back to 2005 when
Sol first acquired Shell’s
business in the Eastern
Caribbean, Guyana, Suri-
name and Belize. This re-
cent appointment further
improves Sol’s position as
the largest supplier of
Shell lubricants in the
Caribbean region.

Sol Petroleum
Jamaica Limited
welcomed to
regional group
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BANK RATES
Commercial  bank  rates  to  the  public at  the close of
business yesterday by the Central Bank of Barbados.

Valid for November 5, 2013

Telegraphic Transfers
Currency Buying Selling
Euro 2.69046          2.74090              
Pound Sterling £ 3.17832      3.23790              
Canadian $ 1.90796 1.94786
United States $ 1.99375 2.02768
Guyana $ 0.00980 0.00986
East Caribbean $ 0.73843 0.74306
Belizean $ 0.99688 1.00313
Demand/Sight:
Currency Buying Selling
Euro 2.68541            2.74090              
Pound Sterling £ 3.17235 3.23790              
Canadian $ 1.90435 1.94786              
United States $ 1.99000 2.02768
Guyana $ 0.00980 0.00986
East Caribbean $ 0.73843 0.74306
Belizean $ 0.99688 1.00313
Notes:
Currency Buying Selling
Euro  2.64658 2.75802     
Pound Sterling £ 3.12647 3.25813              
Canadian $ 1.89357  1.94958              
United States $ 1.98000 2.02857
East Caribbean $ 0.73704 0.74445
Belizean $ 1.00000 1.00000

INDICATIVE RATES FOR SOME REGIONAL
CURRENCIES AS ADVISED BY THE 

RESPECTIVE CENTRAL BANKS
N.B.: These rates are not meant to be used for trading.

BDS$
Guyana $ 0.00983
Jamaica $ 0.01907
Trinidad & Tobago $ 0.31383The very talented Tessanne Chin (centre) is flanked by Sol hostesses at the recent launch of Sol Petroleum

Jamaica Ltd.

Robert Jackson (centre), General Manager of Sol Petroleum Jamaica Ltd., warmly introducing Matthew
Pragnell, CEO of the CGM Gallagher Group (left) to Andrew Rollins, CFO of SOL CARIBBEAN LTD.

 



The United States on
Friday issued new import
rules for cattle and beef

that will comply with interna-
tional standards for the preven-
tion of mad cow disease, saying
the step could ultimately boost
U.S. beef exports.

The European Union said the
U.S. move would bring a wel-
come re-opening of a market
closed to its beef since January
1998.

Lawmakers and industry
groups also welcomed the news,
saying it would help the United
States regain access to markets
that have been closed for
decades.

World trade in beef was jolted
in the 1980s by the discovery of
mad cow disease, a fatal brain-
wasting disease in cattle, for-
mally known as bovine spongi-
form encephalopathy. Many na-
tions restricted imports, some of

which remain in place, out of
fear of a human version of the
illness.

"Making these changes will
further demonstrate to our
trading partners our commit-
ment to international stan-
dards and sound science, and
we are hopeful it will help open
new markets and remove re-
maining restrictions on U.S.
products,” said USDA chief vet-
erinarian John Clifford.

As an example of the new re-
visions, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture said boneless beef
could be imported because re-
search has shown the meat
poses a negligible risk of mad
cow disease. Until now, imports
were restricted from most na-
tions that had reported a case
of the disease.

The USDA said the new revi-
sions, which will be published
in coming days and take effect

90 days afterward, would not
weaken U.S. safeguards.

“This effort is crucial to
breaking down other countries’
unfounded trade barriers, and
re-opening trade markets that
are closed to U.S. beef,” said
Debbie Stabenow, chairwoman
of the Senate Agriculture
Committee.

Stabenow said Mexico em-
ployed a non-scientific limit on

U.S. cattle exports by refusing
to allow entry of animals over
30 months of age. She said U.S.
producers lose an estimated
$100 million a year because of
the limit.

The National Cattlemen’s
Beef Association said the new
rules were “great news for the
U.S. cattle industry and inte-
gral to our efforts to further ex-
pand international trade.”

In a fact sheet, USDA said the
changes “could convince other
countries to remove any re-
maining restrictions on U.S.
cattle and cattle products.” The
rules bring USDA in line with
the guidelines of the World
Organisation for Animal
Health, known by its French
acronym of OIE.

On May 29, the OIE gave the
United States its safest classifi-
cation for mad cow, negligible
risk.

U.S. officials have struggled
for more than a decade to open
markets that were restricted
following discovery of the first
U.S. case of the disease.

The United States is among
the world’s largest importer
and exporter of beef. Roughly
10 percent of U.S. beef is ex-
ported, while imports make up
nearly 10 percent of the U.S.
supply. Imports tend to be
ground beef and lower-cost cuts
of beef while the exports are
high-value cuts.

Still, a small ranchers’ group,
R-CALF, said USDA said it
doubted the safety of beef from
Europe and called for retention
of a country-of-origin meat-la-
belling law currently under at-
tack in Congress.

The United States uses three
interlocking safeguards against
mad cow. Feed for cattle and
other ruminants cannot contain
“rendered” parts of ruminants.
USDA runs a surveillance and
testing program for mad cow.
And meatpackers are required
to remove from carcasses
brains, spinal cords, nervous
tissue and other materials that
could be infected.

Mad cow, with an incubation
period of years, is primarily a
disease of older cattle.
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The protein, Env is effective at avoiding immune system attacks and frequently mutates it’s outer regions, making it hard
to target.

The European Union said the U.S. move would bring a welcome re-opening of a market closed
to its beef since January 1998.

SCIENTISTS have success-
fully detailed the structure of a
protein that plays a critical role
in HIV infection – a finding
that could further the develop-
ment of an AIDS vaccine,
Medical News Today reported.

In two new studies published
in Science, researchers from
The Scripps Research Institute
and Weill Cornell Medical
College used two different
state-of-the-art structural im-
aging techniques to detail Env,

a three-part protein (a trimer)
found on the surface of HIV.
The researchers said that un-

derstanding Env is crucial for
knowing how the virus infects
human cells.

According to Medical News
Today, all of the HIV vaccines
that have been developed so far
have failed at protecting indi-
viduals against infection,
mostly because of the chal-
lenges presented by Env. The
trimer is effective at avoiding

immune system attacks and
frequently mutates it’s outer
regions, making it hard to tar-
get.

In order to understand Env’s
image and structure, the re-
searchers created a more sta-
ble version of the protein in the
lab. Then using cryo-electron
microscopy and X-ray crystal-
lography, they were able to
study its structure and how it
interacts with HIV. According
to Medical News Today, these

studies provide the most de-
tailed understanding of Env to
date.

“Most of the prior structural
studies of this envelope com-
plex focused on individual sub-
units,” said senior author, Ian
A. Wilson, from the Hansen
Professor of Structural Biology,
“but we’ve needed the struc-
ture of the full complex to prop-
erly define the sites of vulner-
ability that could be targeted,
for example with a vaccine.”

US aligns beef rules
with global mad
cow standards

Researchers detail structure of key HIV protein

     



Here’s something to
think about the
next time you put

a cigarette to your lips:
The skin around those
lips is going to look older,
faster.

You’re also more likely
to get bags under your
eyes sooner. And jowls.
And more wrinkles
around those lips.

Researchers in Ohio
studied the physical dif-
ferences between the
faces of nonsmokers and
their twins who smoked
and found confirmation
of a long-held belief:
Smoking does indeed age
you.

The study, by re-
searchers at the
Department of Plastic
Surgery at Case Western
Reserve University,
looked at 79 sets of twins
between the ages of 18
and 78 at the annual

August gathering of
twins in Twinsburg,
Ohio. Each person had
his or her picture taken
by a professional photog-
rapher.

The photos were divided
into two categories. The
first group was 45 sets of
twins in which one
smoked and the other
didn’t. The other group
was made up of smokers,
but in each set, one twin
had smoked at least five
years longer than the
other.

Two doctors and a med-
ical student studied pho-
tographs of the twins and
assigned scores to 
their facial features.
In the case of the first
group, the judges said the
smoking twin appeared
older 57% of the time.

For the second set, the
longer-smoking twin
looked older more than

63% of the time, meaning
the aging differences
could set in after just five
years.

“This study confirms
some of what was be-
lieved in the most scien-
tific way possible,” said
Dr. Bahman Guyuron,
who led the research.

“With longer follow-up,
we believe that every
smoking twin might have
exhibited a difference in
ageing.”

The study looked at
other aging factors – alco-
hol consumption, stress
and sunscreen use, for in-
stance – and found they

were similar in these sets
of twins. It didn’t address
changes in the twins’ liv-
ing environment or diet.

“Smoking reduces the
collagen formation,
results in collagen degra-
dation and reduces the
skin circulation,”
Guyuron said.

“Additionally, nicotine re-
duces the skin thickness.
All of these reduce skin
elasticity and (cause) pre-
mature aging.”

The study was 
published in the 
journal Plastic 
and Reconstructive
Surgery.
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The twin on the left is a nonsmoker and the twin on the right smoked for 29 years. Note the differences
in ageing around the eyes.

Both twins are smokers. The twin on the right smoked 14 years longer than
his brother.

The twin on the left has smoked 17 years longer than the twin on the right.
Note the differences in lower lid bags and upper and lower lip wrinkles.

London: 6°C FAIR
Boston: 4°C FAIR
Montreal: 2°C CLEAR
Toronto: 4°C FAIR
New York: 7°C CLEAR
Miami: 24°C CLOUDY

High: 5:06 am
& 4:42 pm

Low: 10:23 am
& 11:19 pm

Fair to partly cloudy with a few brief
showers

Yesterday:  NIL mm
For the month: 25.2 mm
For the year: 1037.9 mm

Max: 29.8 °C
Min: 25.5 °C

5:30 pm5:54 am

Twins study
shows smoking
ages your
face faster
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KINGSTON, Jamaica– The
Senate has approved legis-
lation allowing Jamaica to
fulfill its commitments to
the Caribbean Financial
Action Task Force (CFATF).

The United Nations Security
Council Implementation Act
2013 also allows Jamaica to
put into practice declarations
passed by the UN Security
Council under Chapter VII of
its Charter, which deals specif-
ically with the maintenance of
international peace and secu-
rity.

Justice Minister Mark
Golding said the bill is the
third of a trilogy of legislation
that have been brought to
Parliament recently, seeking to
address the requirements of
the CFATF, a regional organi-

sation committed to combating
money laundering and terror-
ism in the wider Caribbean.

The others are the amend-
ments to the Terrorism
Prevention Act, and the
amendments to the Proceeds of
Crime Act, which deals with
money laundering.

Golding said resolutions
passed under Chapter VII of
the UN Charter were binding
on all UN member states and
must be implemented.

Failure by a member state to
implement the resolutions can
render that state liable to 
criticism or the imposition of
sanctions by the Security
Council, as well as expose the
state to similar treatment from
multilateral institutions or at
the bilateral level.

“The resolutions may contain
measures, inclduing sanctions
designed to either maintain or
restore international peace and
security,” Golding said.

Examples of country-specific
resolutions include those im-
posed on Libya, Iran, Syria,
and the Democratic People’s
Republic of North Korea.
Subject specific resolutions
may deal with issues such as
the proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction.

Leader of Opposition
Business in the Senate, Arthur
Williams, said the Bill had the
full support of the Opposition,
as it now “provides the proper
legislative framework” for
Jamaica to implement recom-
mendations made by the UN
Security Council.

PARAMARIBO, Suriname –
Suriname has been warned that
it risk losing its position on the
list of UNESCO World Heritage
sites if greater attention is not
paid to the country’s historic
inner city, Paramaribo.

A mission from the
International Council on
Monuments and Sites (ICO-
MOS), an advisory UNESCO or-
ganisation, found that many of
the wooden Victorian buildings
in the capital were either dilapi-
dated or replaced by concrete
structures.

ICOMOS said that while the
city’s characteristics remain, the
authorities needed to implement
urgent measures to prevent ir-
reparable damage to the build-
ings.

The ICOMOS report, which
was presented to the Desi
Bouterse government last week,
was accompanied by a plan to
prevent the country being re-
moved from the UNESCO World
Heritage Sites list.

Paramaribo was established by
settlers in the 17th centuries and

much of the city’s original his-
toric center remains intact and in
June 2002 it was inscribed on the
prestigious World Heritage List,
with UNESCO saying that the
historic 
buildings illustrate the gradual
fusion of Dutch architectural 
design with traditional local tech-
niques and materials.

“Paramaribo is a unique exam-
ple of the contact between the
European culture of the
Netherlands and the indigenous
cultures and environment of
South America in the years of in-
tensive colonization of this re-
gion in the 16th and 17th cen-
turies,” the UN body wrote then.

While Suriname often boasts of
the listing to lure tourists, ICO-
MOS found during its visit that
the protected site has lost much
of its charm. Historic buildings
were found to be dilapidated or
replaced by new structures and
Government redesigned the
Independence Square without
consulting the UNESCO, which
is mandatory when considering
modifications of listed sites.

ICOMOS said much of
Paramaribo’s historical charac-
teristics that got the city on the
world heritage list still remain,
but if urgent measures are not
taken “the inner city will dwindle
in an irreparable process of col-
lapse and suffer under large
changes that will have an 
increasing influence on the 
characteristics that justified the
listing”.

Government was given an ul-

timatum of two months to carry
out a list of measures and if these
measures were not implemented
before December 31, 2013,
Paramaribo would be removed
from the “List of World Heritage
Sites” and be placed on the “List
of World Heritage Sites in Peril.”

The decision could be taken as
soon as June 2014 when the UN-
ESCO World Heritage
Committee meets in Qatar.

Director of the Foundation for

Built Heritage Suriname,
Stephen Fokké, said he was not
surprised at the decision.

“We warned government, but
no matter how hard we hammer
on this, everybody just keeps on
doing what they like.
Construction takes place in a
wild-west fashion without 
coordination or a centralized pol-
icy.Just look around in the city to
see how bad things are,” he 
said.

THE Inter-American
Development Bank has approved
public procurement systems
used in eight Latin American
and Caribbean countries.

The governments of Argentina,
Bolivia, Costa Rica, El Salvador,

Jamaica,Panama,Paraguay,and
Peru asked the bank to review
their procurement systems to
check that they complied with
internationally recognised stan-
dards of good practice.

Following approval from the

IDB, the systems can now be
used for bank-financed projects.

IDB said: ‘This approval re-
flects the countries’ efforts to im-
prove their public procurement
systems, which represent an
$800bn market in the region.’

It added that public sector
market access in the region had
improved significantly with 70%
of all public procurement oppor-
tunities now accessible through
electronic means.

IDB followed set standards

listed in the Guide for acceptance
of the use of country procurement
systems, which it approved in
2010, based on Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and
Development best practices in-
dicators.

A mission from the International Council on Monuments and Sites said that while the city’s
characteristics remain, the authorities needed to implement urgent measures to prevent
irreparable damage to the buildings.

Jamaica’s Justice Minister,
Mark Golding

J’ca passes legislation
allowing it to comply with
UN Security resolutions

UNESCO threatens to
remove Paramaribo 
from World 
Heritage sites

Green light for Latin American and J’can public procurement systems

ST. JOHN’S, Antigua – Prime
Minister Baldwin Spencer has
hinted at a general election
within the next four months.

The last general election was
held in March 2009 and in recent
times Prime Minister Spencer
has been appealing to the popu-
lation to ensure that his ruling
United Progressive Party (UPP)
is returned to office so as to con-
tinue the work he said it started
in 2004.“Within four months you
would have exercised your right
to choose a government that
would continue to keep the flag of
Antigua and Barbuda flying high
and continues to maintain a good
name for our nation among the
committee of nations,” Prime
Minister Spencer said in a radio
and television broadcast over the
last weekend.

Antigua PM
hints at early
general
election
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ST JOHN’S, Antigua –
Antigua and Barbuda’s
cricket chief, Zorol
Barthley,has reacted with
outrage after one of the
monuments of the coun-
try’s lone living national
hero, sir Vivian Richards,
was vandalised.

Barthley has blasted
the vandalism of the mon-
ument as “disgraceful”
and “offensive” and said
it’s an indication of a lack
of national pride.

The monument, located
on Sir Vivian Richards
Street – not far from the
house in which the cricket
legend was raised – was
recently damaged.

“Our society is very
wanting in that regard
and it is shameful, dis-
graceful that someone
would damage things that
display our history,accom-
plishments and positive
contributions to Antigua

& Barbuda, the region
and the world,” Barthley
was quoted in the
Observer newspaper as
saying.

“Sir Viv is an interna-
tionally known legend.”

A sign recently posted
on the area where the
bust was erected, reads,
“removed for repairs due
to vandalism.”

Barthley, president of
the Antigua & Barbuda
Cricket Association
(ABCA), says he is not
calling on residents to
“worship” the legend or
monuments erected to pay
tribute to his life.

However he wants peo-
ple to simply be respectful
of people’s contributions
to society and historical
sites.

Barthley suggests that
authorities might need to
erect fencing to protect the
structure.

THE Colombian navy has
seized 1,450 kg (3,200 lb) of
cocaine from a speedboat
in the Caribbean, follow-
ing a tip off by US anti-
drugs agents.

Colombian officials say
the boat had left the north-
ern town of Manaure and
was heading towards the
Dominican Republic.

It was intercepted in in-

ternational waters
Four Venezuelans and a

Colombian have been de-
tained and are being held
in custody in Tampa,
Florida.

They are expected to be
charged with drug traffick-
ing,Colombian police said.

The drugs allegedly be-
longed to Los Urabenos,
which operates in north-

ern Colombia.
Los Urabenos is one of

the groups the Colombian
government calls Bacrim,
short for bandas crimi-
nales (criminal gangs).

Colombian President
Juan Manuel Santos has
made the fight against the
Bacrim one of his govern-
ment’s priorities.

Speedboats are used by

gangs trying to avoid sur-
veillance as they transport
illegal drugs produced in
South America to Central
America, Mexico and the
United States.

In two joint operations
last month, agents from
the US,Colombia,Panama
and the Dominican
Republican seized 2,500 kg
of cocaine in the region.

MEXICO CITY – Former
Tropical Storm Sonia dis-
sipated over the Mexican
Pacific coast state of
Sinaloa, but not before
causing some minor
flooding in cities such as
Mazatlan and Culiacan,
forcing the evacuation of
around 1,000 people,
authorities said yester-
day.

The evacuations were
largely preventative and
people are expected to
start returning to their
homes, said Sinaloa state

civil defense official
Gabriel Olivera.

There were no con-
firmed reports of injuries,
but one fisherman was
reported as missing at
sea, Olivera said.

The U.S. National
Hurricane Center said
yesterday that Sonia had
been downgraded to a
tropical depression and
later dissipated after hit-
ting land early yesterday,
but it said moisture from
the storm system will
continue on into Texas.

RIO DE JANEIRO – The
Brazilian government
confirmed yesterday
that its intelligence
service targeted U.S.,
Russian, Iranian and
Iraqi diplomats and
property during spy ac-
tivities carried out
about a decade ago in
the capital Brasilia.

The relatively low-key
surveillance was reported
by the Folha de S. Paulo
newspaper,based on docu-
ments it obtained from
Brazil’s Abin intelligence
agency.

It describes surveillance
that pales in comparison
to the massive spy pro-
grams carried out by the
U.S. National Security
Agency, efforts detailed in

thousands of documents
leaked by Edward
Snowden.

But the revelation forced
the Brazilian government
to defend its espionage
while remaining the loud-
est critic of the NSA pro-
grams that have aggres-
sively targeted communi-
cations in Brazil, including
the personal phone and
email of President Dilma
Rousseff, who cancelled a
state visit to Washington
in response.

Brazil’s Institutional
Security Cabinet, which
oversees the Abin intelli-
gence service, said in an
emailed statement that all
the operations cited in the
Folha report “follow
Brazilian law for the pro-

tection of national inter-
ests.”

The statement added
that Abin “develops intelli-
gence activities for the 
defense” of Brazil and for
“national sovereignty, in
strict observance of consti-
tutional principles and the
laws that guarantee 
individual rights.”

Rousseff has said that
the NSA program, which
has swept up data on bil-
lions of telephone calls and
emails flowing through
Brazil, is a violation of in-
dividual human rights.
Brazil has been targeted
in part because it serves
as an important transit
point for trans-Atlantic
fiber optic cables carrying
much of the globe’s traffic.

Last week, Brazil joined
Germany in asking the
United Nations General
Assembly to adopt a reso-
lution calling on all coun-
tries to protect the right to
privacy guaranteed under
international law. The
draft emphasizes that ille-
gal surveillance and inter-
ception of communications
as well as the illegal col-
lection of personal data
“constitute a highly intru-
sive act that violates the
right to privacy and free-
dom of expression and may
threaten the foundations
of a democratic society.”

In its Monday state-
ment,Brazil’s Institutional
Security Cabinet said it
planned to prosecute any-
one who may have leaked

the documents to the Folha
newspaper.

According to daily,
Brazil’s intelligence serv-
ice monitored office space
rented by the U.S.
Embassy in Brasilia, sus-
pecting it of harboring spy
equipment.The report said
Abin had concluded that
the offices held “communi-
cations equipment.”

“Functioning daily with
the doors closed and the
lights turned off, and with
nobody in the locale,” is
how the Abin report de-
scribed the rented U.S.
property, according to
Folha. “The office is spo-
radically visited by some-
one from the embassy.”

The U.S. Embassy in
Brasilia didn’t immedi-

ately respond to request
for comment.

The Folha report de-
tailed at least 10 intelli-
gence operations carried
out in Brasilia in 2003-04,
just as former President
Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva
was settling into office.

Other targets included
diplomats from the
Russian,Iranian and Iraqi
embassies, who were fol-
lowed and photographed
as they came and went
from embassies and offi-
cial residences.

In particular, Abin was
interested in Russian offi-
cials involved in negotiat-
ing arms deals in Brazil,
and followed Iran’s ambas-
sador to Cuba as he visited
Brazil.

US agents say there is a new generation of “cocaine cowboys” willing to take higher risks at sea

Colombian navy nets huge Caribbean
cocaine haul after US tipoff

Report says Brazil spied on embassy personnel

Sir Viv monument
vandalised

Tropical storm Sonia hits
Mexico; minor flooding
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RIYADH – The United States
and Saudi Arabia promised
each other and the region
yesterday that they would
continue to work together,
with Saudi Arabian Foreign
Minister Prince Saud al-
Faisal saying “our two
friendly countries” are busy
dealing jointly with trouble-
some issues like Syria, Iran
and the Mideast peace
process.

“There is no room for emotion
and anger here, but rather for
policies of commonsense and
level-headedness,” Faisal said at
a joint news conference with
Kerry.

Nevertheless, US Secretary of
State John Kerry arrived for his
visit to Saudi Arabia as differ-
ences between the two countries
intensified over the Obama ad-
ministration’s policy toward
war-torn Syria, its movement to-
ward a possible dialogue with
Iran, a regional rival of the
Saudis,and its stance on Egypt’s
military coup.

Al-Faisal also expressed his
deep frustration with the
United Nations, where the
Saudis recently rejected a seat
on the Security Council because
of its inability to achieve
progress in the Syria or for the
Palestinians.

The prince told Kerry: “A true
relationship between friends is
based on sincerity, candor and
frankness, rather than mere
courtesy.”The pair appeared to-
gether not long after Kerry,
speaking to US employees at the

American Embassy here, hailed
the kingdom’s role as “the senior
player” in the Middle East.

For his part, Kerry said: “this
is a deep relationship and it has
endured for 75 years and it will
endure well into the future.”

Kerry in the past has played
down the separate stances as
differences in “tactics” rather

than in the end goal.
“Right now, we have some

very important things to talk
about to make certain that the
Saudi Arabian-US relationship
is on track, moving forward and
doing the things that we need to
accomplish,” he told the em-
bassy staffers. Kerry listed a
number of key areas, including

Syria, Egypt and Iran, but also
mentioned the Israeli-
Palestinian peace process and
the broader effort to tamp down
“nihilism” that leads to extrem-
ist violence.

The Saudis have complained
that the United States did not
follow through on its threat to
punish Syrian President Bashar

Assad with military strikes for
his government’s use of chemi-
cal weapons. Last month, the
Saudis won but turned down an
elected seat on the UN Security
Council, saying the body had
proved itself largely meaning-
less because of its inability over
two years to address the crisis in
Syria.

CAIRO – After four months in
secret detention, deposed
President Mohammed Morsi
defiantly rejected a court’s au-
thority to put him on trial yes-
terday, saying he still was
Egypt’s leader and that those
who overthrew him should face
charges instead.

The trial, which was inter-
rupted twice on its first day by
shouting in the raucous court-
room, was then adjourned until
January 8 to allow lawyers time
to review the case against Morsi
and his 14 co-defendants – all
prominent members of the
Muslim Brotherhood.

Morsi, Egypt’s first freely
elected president, had been held
at an undisclosed location since
the military ousted him in a
coup July 3. His appearance in
court represented a step by the
military-backed authorities to-
ward granting him due process
in the face of mounting criticism
by rights groups.

Defence lawyers said they
had access to Morsi and his co-
defendants during a recess yes-

terday and that the judge has
agreed to allow them access to
their clients in jail.

The 62-year-old Morsi, who
wore a dark blue suit, light shirt
and no tie, was feisty and
healthy-looking during his
court appearance. He had re-
fused to wear a prison uniform
as the judge had ordered, ac-
cording to security officials, as
part of his rejection of the trial’s
legitimacy.

The dispute had delayed the
start of the session by two
hours, according to officials who
spoke on condition of anonymity
because they were not autho-
rised to talk to the media.

Morsi and his co-defendants
face charges of inciting the
killing of protesters who massed
outside the presidential palace
in December and demanded he
call off a referendum on a new
constitution drafted by his
Islamist allies. Brotherhood
members attacked a sit-in by
the protesters, sparking clashes
that left 10 people dead.

Silent video broadcast on

state TV showed Morsi arriving
in a minibus outside the
makeshift courtroom at a police
academy in eastern Cairo, but-
toning a dark blue jacket as he
stepped from the vehicle and
flanked by burly policemen.

Another clip from inside the
courtroom showed his co-defen-
dants standing – all in white
prison uniforms – in two lines
like a guard of honour, applaud-
ing Morsi as he joined them in
the defendants’ cage. His co-de-

fendants, with their backs to the
court, raised their hands in a
four-fingered gesture, a sign
commemorating the hundreds
of his supporters killed when
security forces moved to clear
pro-Morsi sit-in sites in August.

Saudi foreign minister, Kerry patch over relations

US Secretary of State John Kerry greets the children of US Embassy employees during a visit to the facility in Riyadh yesterday.

Egypt’s Morsi defiant in
opening session of trial

Supporters of ousted Egyptian president Mohamed Mursi hold his posters outside Egyptian High
Court in Cairo yesterday.
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WASHINGTON – The White House and
the leaders of the congressional intelli-
gence committees are rejecting former
National Security Agency contractor
Edward Snowden’s plea for clemency.

“Mr. Snowden violated US law,” White
House adviser Dan Pfeiffer said Sunday
about the former systems-analyst-
turned-fugitive who has temporary asy-
lum in Russia.

“He should return to the US and face
justice,” Pfeiffer said when pressed about
whether clemency was being discussed.

Snowden made the plea in a letter
given to a German politician and re-
leased Friday. In his one-page typed let-
ter, he asks for clemency for charges over
allegedly leaking classified information
about the NSA to the news media.
“"Speaking the truth is not a crime,”
Snowden wrote.

Snowden’s revelations, among them
allegations that the US has eaves-
dropped on allies including German
Chancellor Angela Merkel, have led to
calls by allies to cease such spying and

moves by Congress to overhaul US sur-
veillance laws and curb the agency’s pow-
ers.

But the head of the Senate Intelligence
Committee said if Snowden had been a
true whistle-blower, he could have re-
ported his concerns to her committee pri-
vately.

“That didn’t happen, and now he’s done
this enormous disservice to our country,”
said Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif. “I
think the answer is no clemency.”

The chairman of the House

Intelligence Committee, Rep. Mike
Rogers, called clemency for Snowden a
“terrible idea.”

“He needs to come back and own up,”
said Rogers, R-Mich. “If he believes
there’s vulnerabilities in the systems he’d
like to disclose, you don’t do it by commit-
ting a crime that actually puts soldiers’
lives at risk in places like Afghanistan.”

Rogers contended that Snowden’s rev-
elations had caused three terrorist or-
ganisations to change how they commu-
nicate.

MOSCOW – Several thousand
Russian nationalists rallied yester-
day in Moscow, venting against the
migrants they accuse of pushing up
the crime rate and taking their jobs.

The protest took place on Unity Day, a
national holiday established in 2005 to
replace commemorations of the
Bolshevik Revolution.

Many demonstrators carried Russian
imperial flags. One group displayed a
banner reading “Young People Against
Tolerance.”

Animosity is strong among nationalists
against migrants from the former Soviet
Central Asian republics and against non-
Slavs from the largely Muslim Russian
Caucasus region. Central Asian migrants
are widely employed in big cities in con-
struction and do other low-paid jobs that
Russians are not eager to do.

The protesters, from tough-looking
youths and neo-Nazis to older people,
marched in a quiet southeast neighbour-
hood Monday afternoon along a tree-
lined boulevard.

The crowd has grown more middle-
class since 2005 when the first march
was held. A string of well-publicised
crimes committed by migrants has em-
bittered many Muscovites who see po-
lice as unwilling to persecute the perpe-

trators.
Authorities have largely ignored the

flow of Central Asians migrants, neither
trying to integrate the newcomers nor
cut down on migration.

While some of the onlookers were dis-
pleased, other locals said they were sup-
porting the march.

Yelena Yermakova, a 56-year-old who

was taking a walk with her daughter and
two grandchildren, said there are too
many migrants in Moscow and they are
“getting cheeky.”

Yesterday’s rally came three weeks
after rioters targeted a vegetable ware-
house where they believed the alleged
migrant killer of an ethnic Russian man
was working. Police later rounded up

more than 1 000 migrants working at
the warehouse.

Some demonstrators praised the riot
and suggested it was backed by the state.

“People received a signal that if they
engage in such pogroms, there will be
progress,” said Yevgeny Morgunov, a 37-
year-old researcher at the Russian
National Academy of Sciences.

Thousands
of Russian
nationalists
rally in
Moscow

Nationalist demonstrators shout slogans and others carry a banner (partially seen) which reads ‘Today a Mosque – tomor-
row Jihad’ during a march to mark National Unity Day, in Moscow, Russia yesterday.

White House, lawmakers: No clemency for Snowden
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BAJAN WAY
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HOROSCOPES
BY HOLIDAY

ARIES (March 21-April 19) - You can share your
feelings without blaming anyone else for inspiring
them. Because you’re so good at this, you’ll create
good will in a difficult situation. Tonight, give yourself
a break!
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) - Would you rather have
one dollar now or two dollars in a week? Various forms
of this question and others that have to do with short-
term versus long-term benefits will arise. Stay strong! 
GEMINI (May 21-June 21) - Do what you can to
minimise your exposure to known stress-inducers such
as noise, crowds and any unpleasantness that is outside
of your control. Your good mood depends on it. 
CANCER (June 22-July 22) - Before you leave the
house, you usually do a preparation check to make sure
you have what you need for where you’re going. Today
you’ll do well to take it to the next level and make sure
you’re ready for anything. 
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) - If you only buy what you
completely and totally love, you won’t regret the pur-
chase later. Skip anything you merely like, because
your tastes are rapidly changing, and tomorrow you
might not like it anymore. 
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - You are friendly to
everyone, but you keep your relationships clean and
simple by also maintaining boundaries. Over-sharing
is a symptom of the times that you try not to exhibit. 
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) - Your energy is high, and
you feel industrious. Working with your hands makes
you feel human in the best possible way. Bonus: You’ll
be proud of whatever you fix, build or grow now. 
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) - You won’t like being
in a place where too many things compete for your at-
tention, but the good that comes from it is that you will
be inspired to create your own environment. 
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) - Authenticity
matters. Instead of trying to do your best, just try to do
what feels genuine. One definition of success is being
the most like you that you can possibly be. 
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) - It is unhealthy and
unproductive to enslave yourself to cold logic.
Absurdity has its place and time, namely today. Your
rationality has earned this! 
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) - Your version of the
truth is not the same as another person’s, but both are
equally true. Instead of wondering how this can be,
you’ll try to tolerate and learn from the other version. 
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) - You are a sincere
friend, and you truly care about the people around
you. You care about yourself, too, which is why you
erect boundaries. Enforcing a few rules will bring out
the best in everyone. 
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LONDON – Top Rupert Murdoch execu-
tive Rebekah Brooks hid her notebooks,
a computer and other evidence to keep
them out of police hands as she was about
to be arrested over allegations of phone
hacking, a prosecutor told jurors yester-
day.

Andrew Edis said some of the material
was only recovered by accident, when a
cleaner found a garbage bag containing a
laptop computer and other items behind
trash cans in a parking garage at Brooks’
London apartment building.

The prosecutor said a “media firestorm”
was engulfing the News of the World
tabloid as the hacking scandal erupted in
July 2011, and Brooks – then-chief exec-
utive of Murdoch’s British press operation
– was at its centre.

Edis said Monday there was an “ex-
tremely anxious, if not panic-stricken”at-
mosphere at the News of the World at
the time as rivals reported allegations of
widespread illegal eavesdropping and po-
lice increased their inquiries.

“Brooks knew she was likely to be ar-
rested, and if she was, police would have
the power to search her property,” the
prosecutor told jurors at London’s Central
Criminal Court.

Brooks,a former News of the World top
editor, denies conspiring to obstruct jus-
tice by hiding material from police. She
also denies phone hacking and bribery
charges.

She is on trial along with seven others,
including her husband Charles Brooks.
All have pleaded not guilty.

But Edis said Brooks conspired with

her assistant, Cheryl Carter, to remove
notebooks covering more than a decade
from the archive of Murdoch’s News
International unit.

And he said she colluded with her hus-
band Charles and with News
International security chief Mark Hanna
to take material from her home before po-
lice could search the premises.

The prosecutor described a cloak-and-
dagger operation, outlining – with help

from recovered emails, mobile phone
records and security-camera footage – a
News International security operation
around Rebekah Brooks code-named
Operation Blackhawk.

Edis said on July 17, 2011, the security
team took a laptop and other items from
Rebekah and Charles Brooks’ country
house and took it to London. Brooks was
arrested that day, and both her homes
were searched.

TEHRAN – Tens of thousands of
demonstrators packed the streets
yesterday outside the former US
Embassy in Tehran in the biggest
anti-American rally in the capital in
years, a show of support for hard-
line opponents of President Hassan
Rouhani’s historic outreach to
Washington.

Such protests occur every year outside
the compound to mark the anniversary of
the 1979 embassy takeover following the
Islamic Revolution.But the latest demon-
stration is larger than its recent prede-
cessors after calls by groups such as the
powerful Revolutionary Guard for a
major showing, including chants of
“Death to America” that some of
Rouhani’s backers have said should no
longer be used.

The crowds also send a message to
Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei, who has cautiously backed
Rouhani’s overtures to the US and ef-
forts to end the impasse with the West
over Tehran’s nuclear program.

Opponents of thawing relations with
the US say they will not back down,open-
ing the prospect of deeper internal rifts
and tensions that could put pressure on
Khamenei to reconsider his backing of

Rouhani’s groundbreaking exchanges
with the US

In September, Rouhani accepted from
a phone call from US President Barack

Obama following the annual U.N.
General Assembly in New York, where
US Secretary of State John Kerry held
talks with Iran’s foreign minister.Ties be-

tween the two countries were severed
after the embassy siege, which began a
hostage crisis with 52 people held for 444
days.

PYONGYANG – A North Korean naval
vessel sank last month, killing an un-
specified number of officers and sailors,
according to North and South Korean
media.

The North’s official Korean Central
News Agency provided few concrete de-
tails, and there was no clue as to what
might have happened. KCNA said in a
dispatch Saturday that the deaths came
while a submarine chaser was perform-
ing “combat duties”.

North Korea rarely releases details
about military mishaps or accidents.

The rest of the dispatch was devoted to
a recent visit by leader Kim Jong Un to
a “cemetery of fallen fighters.” He was
shown in state media inspecting a large
number of stone markers that carried
photos of sailors.

KCNA’s dispatch said the incident hap-
pened in October, but did not give a date.
Photos of the stone markers released by
state media show “October 13” inscribed
on them.

An unidentified South Korean military
source told the South’s Chosun Ilbo news-
paper that the vessel was built in the
1960s, and that its old age might have
been a factor in the sinking. The South’s
Yonhap news agency, citing an unidenti-
fied source, reported that the vessel sank
near Wonsan on the east coast.

Much of North Korea’s military equip-
ment is decrepit, but the country has a
massive army and thousands of artillery
pieces deployed along its border.

UK prosecutor:
Brooks hid
notebooks
from police

N. Korean
naval vessel
sank last
month,
reports say

Rebekah Brooks arrives at The Old Bailey law court in London last Thursday.

Thousands protest at former US Embassy in Iran

Iranian demonstrators hold a cartoon effigy of the US president Barack Obama during a demonstration marking the 34th
anniversary the US Embassy takeover in front of the formaer US Embassy in Tehran, Iran, yesterday.
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CINCINNATI – Zoos around the country
will soon find out whether a beagle
named Elvis can let them know when
their polar bears are pregnant.

The two-year-old has been specially
trained for a year by a Kansas handler
who has taught dogs to sniff out
everything from explosives to bed bugs.
A Cincinnati Zoo animal conservation
scientist had the idea after reading about
studies on using dogs to detect cancer.

Confirming pregnancies of the massive
bears, a threatened species, has been
difficult, and zoo officials say knowing
can help make sure they and the mama
bears are ready for birthing and raising
cubs.They separate them from males,
get them into dens with extra bedding,
step up video-camera monitoring, and
line up staff and volunteers for 24-hour
“cub watches” later.

“It’s always nice to know in advance,”
said Randi Meyerson of the Toledo Zoo,
who co-ordinates polar bear species
survival planning for the Association of
Zoos and Aquariums. She praised the
beagle project as “thinking outside the
box” to provide a potentially important
new tool. It’s non-invasive and simple for
zookeepers, who pick up fecal samples
for Elvis to check out.

“We didn’t even know if this was
possible,” said Matt Skogen, a former
police officer who runs Ironheart High
Performance Working Dogs in Shawnee,
Kan. He was intrigued when Erin Curry,
a post-doctoral fellow at the Cincinnati
Zoo’s Centre for Conservation &
Research of Endangered Wildlife,
reached out for someone willing to test
the idea after the centre identified
proteins present only in pregnant bears’
samples.

CHARLESTON, South Carolina –
Wild shrimp hauls off the
southern Atlantic coast have
plunged in recent months as a
parasite has made it harder for
the creatures to breathe,
according to state wildlife
officials in Georgia and South
Carolina.

Experts said they believe black gill
disease, caused by a tiny parasite,
contributed to a die-off of white
shrimp between August and October,
typically the prime catch season.

The disease does not kill shrimp
directly but hurts their endurance and
makes them more vulnerable to

predators.
“It’s like the shrimp are smoking

three packs of cigarettes a day, and
now they’re having to go run a
marathon,” said Mel Bell, director of
South Carolina’s Office of Fisheries
Management.

“Shrimpers are reporting to us that
they dump the bag on the deck, and
the shrimp are just dead.”

South Carolina shrimpers hauled in
44 000 pounds of shrimp in September,
less than six per cent of the
September, 2012 catch of more than
750 000 pounds, Bell said.

The August take was down nearly
75 per cent from the same month the

previous year, he said.
Georgia shrimpers have caught

fewer than half the number they
usually catch in August, September
and October, said Patrick Geer, chief of
marine fisheries for the Georgia
Department of Natural Resources.

Wild-caught shrimp generate $6
million to $8 million in annual
revenue in South Carolina and about
$12 million a year in Georgia, officials
said.

Bell said the shrimp is safe to eat as
long as it has not spoiled. The parasite
is only on its gills, which come off
when the head is removed for human
consumption.

LOS ANGELES – Scientists have
finally identified a new species of
megamouth shark that prowled the
oceans about 23 million years ago,
nearly 50 years after the first teeth
were discovered and then forgotten.

The ancient shark likely prowled
both deep and shallow waters for
plankton and fish, using its massive
mouth to filter food.

“It was a species that was known to
be a new species for a long time,” said

study co-author Kenshu Shimada, a
paleobiologist at DePaul University in
Chicago. “But no one had taken a
serious look at it,” said Shimada, who
described the new species at the 73rd
annual meeting of the Society for
Vertebrate Paleontology. Scientists
first found shark teeth from the
species in the 1960s, but at the time,
there were no similar living creatures,
so scientists didn’t quite know what to
make of the find. Over time,

researchers turned up hundreds of
similar teeth along the coast of
California and Oregon. All the
specimens were tossed in a drawer
and forgotten in the collections of the
Los Angeles County Museum and a
few other California museums.

Then in 1976, scientists discovered
the modern megamouth shark, dubbed
Megachasma pelagios, which feeds
exclusively on shrimp-like creatures
called plankton. The sharks use their

mammoth mouths to engulf plankton-
filled water, forcing the water through
gills equipped with a filtering
apparatus called gill rakers, which
direct plankton into the digestive
track.

The monster beast is also a vertical
migrator, meaning the shark lurks in
the deep ocean during the day, but
comes up to the shallow surface
waters chasing plankton swarms at
night, Shimada said.

Extinct ‘megamouth’ shark species finally identified

Ohio zoo
using beagle
to detect bear
pregnancies

Parasite depletes wild shrimp
haul off southeast Atlantic coast

White shrimp with black gill disease are pictured aboard the boat Billie B just off Otter Island near St. Helena Sound,
South Carolina in this file photo.
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THERE’S a new use in
town for helium be-
sides supercooling
electromagnets at the
Large Hadron Collider
and making your voice
sound freakishly high-
pitched: improving the
capacity and efficiency
of hard drives.

Yesterday, Western
Digital announced that its
HGST subsidiary has
begun shipping the new 6-
terabyte Ultrastar He6
hard drive, a model that
seals the spinning disk
platters inside a hermetic
chamber filled with he-
lium instead of air.

Because helium has just
one-seventh the density of
air, using it reduces the
turbulence caused by
spinning disks and the
heads that constantly
move above them to read
and write data. That, in
turn, means lower power
consumption and less
waste heat in the data
centres where these drives
are designed to be used.
Specifically, Western
Digital said the power
used per terabyte drops 49
per cent.

The lower turbulence
also increases the drive’s
capacity because more
platters can be squeezed
into the 3.5-inch housing.
Today’s 4-terabyte models
use five platters and top
out at 4TB, but the
Ultrastar He6 has seven
platters and reaches 6TB

of capacity.That’s also use-
ful for data centres where
space is at a premium.

Hard drives are under
competitive pressure from
flash memory, which is
faster and quieter, but
which costs a lot more per
gigabyte.

The helium-based con-
cept will be the basis for
new designs that Western
Digital has in the works
to keep hard drives in the
capacity lead with better
areal density – in other
words, more bits per
square inch of each plat-

ter.
“HGST’s helium plat-

form will serve as the
main platform for new
technologies like shingled
magnetic recording (SMR)
and heat-assisted mag-
netic recording (HAMR)
where HGST will continue
to push the HDD areal
density envelope,”
Western Digital said in its
announcement.

“The helium platform
will also serve as the fu-
ture building block for
new, growing market seg-
ments such as cold stor-

age, a space that HGST
plans to address over the
next couple of years.”

“Cold storage” refers to
data that’s needed only in-
frequently but that must
be accessible relatively
quickly – not something
like company e-mail
archives and purchasing
records that are dumped
onto tape storage that’s re-
ally slow but really cheap
per byte.

The Ultrastar He6 con-
sumes 23 per cent less
power when idling than
4TB drives, WD said.

GONE: CEO Thorsten
Heins. Scratched: The
US$4.7 billion plan to
take BlackBerry private.

Still hanging in there,
after a fashion:
BlackBerry, with a new
plan to save itself.

Yesterday BlackBerry
said that there is no fu-
ture for the Fairfax
Financial deal, valued at
US$4.7 billion, that was
going to take the deeply
troubled smartphone
maker off the public mar-
kets and give it some rel-
ative peace as it seeks to

turn itself around.
Instead, BlackBerry will
raise US$1 billion
through a sale of convert-
ible notes to investors.

The company will also
replace Heins as CEO
and will put new mem-
bers on its board.

According to
BlackBerry, upon closing
of the transaction, which
will require approval
from the Toronto Stock
Exchange, Heins will be
out and John S. Chen
will be appointed interim
CEO. Chen will also be
appointed executive
chair of BlackBerry’s
board.

Chen is a well-re-
spected figure in the en-
terprise-computing
world. Prior to his in-
volvement with
BlackBerry, Chen served
as Sybase CEO and
chairman. He’s also a di-
rector on the boards of
Wells Fargo and Walt
Disney. He will serve as
interim CEO until
BlackBerry can find a
permanent replacement.

Fairfax isn’t entirely
out of the picture. The
company will acquire
US$250 million of the
“convertible debentures”.
The remaining US$750
million will come from
institutional investors.

BlackBerry’s deal with
Fairfax and others
marks the end to the
company’s review of pos-
sible new routes toward
revival. In August,
BlackBerry announced
that it planned to enter-
tain strategic alterna-
tives that could have in-
cluded an outright sale.
Fairfax Financial had
planned to invest US$4.7
billion in the company to
take it private. It’s not
clear whether Fairfax de-
cided against acquiring
BlackBerry or the com-
panies couldn’t come to
terms.

In addition to helping
finance the deal, Fairfax
CEO Prem Watsa will be
appointed as lead direc-
tor and chair of
BlackBerry’s compensa-
tion, nomination and
governance committee.
Heins and BlackBerry
director David Kerr will
both resign from the
board following the close
of the transaction.

Although BlackBerry
put a positive spin on its
announcement yester-
day, investors don’t seem
enthused. BlackBerry’s
shares were down 18.5
per cent in premarket
trading to US$6.33. The
shares closed on Friday
at US$7.77.

MICROSOFT’S
Windows Phone is
starting to gain popu-
larity in Europe.

Windows Phone now
accounts for 10 per cent
of smartphone sales in
Europe’s five biggest
markets, research firm
Kantar Worldpanel
ComTech said yester-
day. Windows Phone
has performed so well
in Italy that it’s now
more popular in that
country than Apple’s
iOS.

“Windows Phone,
driven almost entirely
by Nokia sales, contin-
ues to make rapid

progress in Europe and
has also shown signs of
growth in emerging
markets such as Latin
America,” Kantar said.

Despite the improve-
ments, Windows Phone
is still a long ways be-
hind Android.
According to Kantar,
Android owns 71.9 per
cent of Europe’s mobile
market, up 4.2 percent-
age points compared
with last year.

Looking beyond
Europe, Kantar re-
ported that Android
now holds 81.1 per cent
of China’s smartphone
market.

Windows Phone
gains momentum,
overtakes iOS 
in Italy

Western Digital enlists
helium for 6TB 
energy-efficient drives

The 6TB helium-filled Ultrastar He6 from Western Digital subsidiary HGST.

BlackBerry CEO out as
Fairfax deal hits the rocks

Former BlackBerry CEO, Thorsten Heins.
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SUDOKU
NO.3319
RATING: MEDIUM

Yesterday’s Solution

Fill the grid so that every column, 
every row, and every 3x3 box 
contains the digits 1-9

There's no maths involved- you 
solve the puzzle with reasoning 
and logic

Solution tomorrow

Tips at www.sudoku.com
Comments or queries?
Direct them to
sudoku@barbadosadvocate.com

Bridge

RIHANNA has joined The
Beatles and Elvis Presley as
one of just three acts to top
the UK singles chart seven
times over seven years.

The singer has stormed into the
number one spot, as the featured
artist on rap star Eminem’s new
track The Monster.

The pair held off a challenge
from boyband One Direction, who
were tipped to have their fourth
number one with Story Of My
Life.

The Monster is Eminem’s first

number one hit since 2006.
A previous collaboration with

Rihanna, Love the Way You Lie,
made it to number two in the UK
charts in 2010.

The track is taken from his lat-
est album Marshall Mathers LP 2,
which also features this month’s
top 10 hits Berzerk and Rap God.

New Zealand singer Lorde,
whose track ‘Royals’ debuted at
number one last week, fell one
place to number two.

Fat Boy Slim’s ‘Eat Sleep Rave
Repeat’ entered the chart at num-

ber three, giving the DJ his first
top 10 hit in 12 years.

Former number one ‘Counting
Stars’, by OneRepublic, rounds off
the top five.

In the albums chart, Arcade
Fire’s fourth album ‘Reflektor’
knocked Katy Perry’s ‘Prism’ off
the top spot, outselling the US
singer by nearly two to one over
the past week, according to the
Official Charts Company.

James Blunt’s ‘Moon Landing’
is at three, while Lorde’s album
‘Pure Heroine’ debuts at four.

RAPPER Eminem, hip-hop duo
Macklemore and Ryan Lewis were
among the winners at the first-ever
YouTube music awards.

The ceremony, which was
streamed live on YouTube, also fea-
tured top artists including Lady
Gaga.

It was co-hosted by actor Jason
Schwartzmanm and performance
artist Reggie Watts, who were only
given a list of bullet points about
the awards by creative director
Spike Jonze.

The aim was to make the event
as spontaneous as possible and dif-
ferentiate it from other award cer-
emonies.

“There were no lines and nothing
scripted and we had no idea what

was going to happen next,”
Schwartzman declared afterwards.

Performances from around the
world, including in London,
Moscow, Seoul and Rio, were
streamed live into the ceremony.

Eminem won the Artist of the
Year award, while Video of the Year
went to Girls’ Generation for their
song ‘I Got A Boy’.

Breakthrough of the Year was
awarded to Macklemore and Ryan
Lewis, whose songs include the gay
rights anthem ‘Same Love’.

Walk off the Earth, along with
KRNFX, lifted the Phenomenon
Award for their version of Taylor
Swift’s ‘I Knew You Were Trouble’,
while the Innovation Prize went to
YouTube user DeStorm for ‘See Me

Standing’.
In acknowledgement of the huge

amount of user-generated content,
YouTube handed out an award
called Response of the Year.

This went to violinist Lindsey
Stirling and Pentatonix for their
cover of Imagine Dragons’
‘Radioactive’.

The event, at Pier 36 in New
York, began with actress Greta
Gerwig performing in a live video
for Arcade Fire and their new song
Afterlife.

She was followed by Lady Gaga,
who performed her single Dope
wearing a baseball cap and flannel
shirt.

The awards were voted for by
YouTube users.

YouTube Music Awards make ‘unscripted’ debut

Rihanna makes chart
history with Eminem hit
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By Corey Greaves

SHARI MATTHEWS and
Anicia Wood are the
Queens of the 10th Annual
Sizzlin’ Sands Barbados
Beach Sunsplash which
climaxed on Sunday at
Brandons.

With less than a month
as a unit, Matthews who
won last year with a
different partner, teamed
up with Wood and these
two defeated Sharon Bovell
and Dania Hamilton in a
final which also went the
distance.

As the sun dipped
quickly below the horizon,
Matthews and Wood who
were sponsored by Pine
Hill Dairy, found that their
game plan of serving Bovell
first was just as quickly
backfiring.

“We had a game plan of
serving Sharon (Bovell)
first as we thought Dania
(Hamilton) did not have a
good second pass,” said
Wood, “but Sharon was
killing us”.

Bovell was using her skill
and court craft to place the
ball in the open areas as
she led her team to a 21-18
first set victory.

A change is game plan
saw Matthews and Wood

serving into the middle
more often and even
directing some of the serves
to Hamilton.

Wood mentioned that
initially they thought
Bovell would have been
easier to block, but it
turned out that she was
able to block Hamilton

better.
Wood and Matthews

raced out to a commanding
lead with an advantage
that was as big as seven
points at one time.
However, with only two
points needed to win the
set, Matthews and Wood
lost a four unanswered

points.However, they were
too far ahead for Hamilton
and Bovell to catch and the
game was tied at one set
apiece when the second set
went to Wood and
Matthews 21-16.

Matthews mentioned
that she was not going to
play but was asked by

Wood who wanted to try
playing beach volleyball.

The third and deciding
set was played under the
lights and it was a see-saw
battle initially.
Nonetheless, Wood and
Matthews opened a small
three-point cushion, 8-5.

Yet, this advantage was

quickly wiped away from
Hamilton and Bovell who
stormed back to level the
scores at eight points
apiece and then they
completed a 4-0 run to go
up by one point.

The two teams traded
points, blocks and
scrambling defence until
Hamilton seemingly
injured her right ankle
while running for a ball at
12-12. Unable to save it
Hamilton not only lost the
point but was unable to get
up for the next five minutes
as clutched her ankle.

Sensing that this was
their time, Wood and
Matthews went for the kill
and though Hamilton was
seemingly moving well on
the court,she could not stop
the leaking of the next two
points to go under 15-12.

“We came out to win,”
said Matthews who noted
that they last played as a
team in 2010 and only
practice twice before the
entering the tournament.

Wood and Matthews
take home the top prize of
$1000, while Bovell and
Hamilton won $600. Third
place went to Julia Lewis
and Anthazia Mason who
defeated Talya Layne and
Shennel Pooler.
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JAMAICAN Mark Lewis
and his Barbadian
teammate, Winston
Gittens dethroned
defending champions
Elwyn Oxley and
Gregory Gill to be
crowned the new Kings
of Sizzlin’ Sands
Barbados Beach
Sunsplash.

According to Gittens they
stuck to their game plan of
serving to the better player
and forcing him to make
mistakes and it worked for
them in the game as they
came from a set down to
win the title and the $1000
to go along with it 23-25,
21-13, 15-8.

Both Lewis and Gittens
played with different
players last year and were
only a team for a month,
Gittens played with Kengie
Matthews and Lewis who
reached the final last year,
played with Darren Gill
who is injured.

The final this year was
always expected to be a
close affair between the two
teams with Lewis looking
to add to his growing tally

of titles this year.
Lewis led the Chargers

to victor in the Indoor
season in both the Knock
Out and League.

However, the veteran
team of Oxley and Gill, not
only matched them point
for point, but also forced
them to come from behind
during the opening set.

Nonetheless,after taking
the advantage 18-16, some
tentative plays by Oxley
and Gill allowed Lewis and
Gittens back into the game
in the dying moments of the
set.

Clawing their way back
Gittens and Lewis almost
won the set after leading
21-20,but an infringement
saw what they thought was
the winning point given to
the other team.

Gill and Oxley went
ahead after the lapse in
concentration by Lewis and
Gittens, and though Lewis
dug the initial spike by
Oxley he could not
successfully dig the second
one and the set was closed
out 25-23.

A number of unforced

errors littered the second
set by Oxley and Gill,which
included receiving and
passing the ball as Lewis
and Gittens raced out to a
healthy 13-8 advantage.

Oxley and Gill tried to
pull back and closed to
within two points before
the gap was opened once
again.

A pivotal moment in the
game came at 15-11, when
Gittens gestures at the net
was not well received by
Oxley.

It is said that at the top of
the sport, it is no longer just
about ability, it also
becomes a mental game
and Gittens was winning
this battle.

Clearly unsettled by the
action Oxley and Gill
slumped to defeat as they
only won two of the next
eight points.

In the deciding set the
two teams traded points
and were level at 4-4, but
then Lewis and Gittens
pulled away with some
solid blocking at the net by
the towering Lewis 7-4.

The hustle defence by

Oxley and Gill was not
enough as Lewis and Gill
went on a 6-2 run to move
to game point at 14-8.

Gittens who was leading
the attack all game long,
fittingly closed out the set
with a thunderous kill from

the middle of the court.
The victory makes it four

victories for Lewis in the
competition’s ten years.

Mark Lewis, Winston Gittens are new champs

The new Sizzlin’ Sands Barbados Beach Volleyball Sunsplash men’s Champions
Winston Gittens (left) and Mark Lewis (centre) pose with FIVB expert Magda
Falcao from Brazil.

Women’s champions Anicia Wood (Left) and Shari Matthews (centre) with Karen Richards from United
Insurance. 

Matthews, Wood crowned Queens of the Sand
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SACHIN TENDULKAR
will enter his farewell
series in 24th position
on the Reliance ICC
Player Rankings for
Test batsmen, and will
aim to finish his illus-
trious career inside the
top 20.

Tendulkar trails 18th
ranked Matt Prior of
England by 15 ratings
points, and strong per-
formances either in
Kolkata or Mumbai will
see him sign off on a high.

Tendulkar has previ-
ously held the number one
spot, having first topped
the batting charts in
November 1994, when he
overtook Brian Lara in
Mumbai after knocks of 34
and 85 against the West
Indies.He last held the top
spot in June 2011, before
surrendering it to South
Africa’s Jacques Kallis,
after deciding to give the
series in the West Indies a
miss.

Tendulkar topped the
batting tables five times
in his career – November
1994, March 1998, May
2000, early 2002 and Oc-
tober 2010. He also spent
a total of 139 Tests (fourth
most) and 1 157 days
(12th most) as the top-
ranked batsman in Test
cricket.

Besides Tendulkar, it
will also be an opportunity
for India’s highest-ranked
batsman Cheteshwar Pu-
jara to improve his rank-
ing.

Pujara is currently sit-
ting in seventh position,
but given that he is still in
the qualification period for
batsmen,* he is likely to
move up the order if he
records strong perform-
ances. Pujara has so far
scored 1 180 runs at an av-
erage of 65.55 in 22 Test
innings.

While India captain
Mahendra Singh Dhoni
and Chris Gayle share
20th position and will both
be looking to improve their
rankings, Virat Kohli and
Darren Bravo share 22nd
spot, three ratings points
behind Dhoni and Gayle.

Shivnarine Chander-
paul, who won the LG ICC
Cricketer of the Year
Award in 2008, is the high-
est-ranked batsman from
either side, in third posi-
tion, with number-one
ranked AB de Villiers
firmly within his sights.
The South African leads
the West Indian by 29 rat-
ings points.

Marlon Samuels is the
other West Indies bats-
man who sits inside the
top 20, in 16th position,
and will be looking for an
upward movement.

Reshuffle?
In the Reliance ICC

Player Rankings for Test
bowlers, Ravichandran
Ashwin is the highest-
ranked bowler from either
side, in eighth position.
Given that he too is in his
qualification period,* he is
likely to move up the order
depending on how he per-
forms in the series.
Ashwin has taken 92
wickets in 16 Tests.

Other bowlers sitting in-
side the top 20 include
Pragyan Ojha (11th),
Kemar Roach (14th) and
Zaheer Khan (17th), while
bowlers outside the top 20
are Shane Shillingford
(21st), Darren Sammy
(28th), Ishant Sharma
(32nd) and Umesh Yadav
(50th).

The all-rounders’ list is
headed by Shakib Al
Hasan of Bangladesh,
with Ashwin as the high-
est-ranked player from ei-
ther side in third spot, 11
ratings points behind
Kallis.

In the Reliance ICC Test
Team Rankings, there

may be a reshuffle in the
order, depending on how
the series pans out.

India (116) leads the
West Indies (99) by 17 rat-
ings points and this differ-
ence means it should win
the series. Because the
rankings are weighted to
reflect this difference,
India’s failure to win the
series will result in it los-
ing points.

If the series ends in a
draw, India will retain
third position, but will slip
to 114 ratings points while
the West Indies will join
Australia on 101 ratings
points, but will be ranked
above Michael Clarke’s
men when the ratings are
calculated beyond the dec-
imal point.

If India wins the series
1-0, then it will move
ahead of England into sec-
ond place on 117 ratings
points,while a 2-0 win will
put it in second place on
119 ratings points.

About ICC World Test
Championship

The inaugural ICC
World Test Championship
(ICC WTC) will be hosted
by the England and Wales
Cricket Board (ECB) in
2017.

The qualification path-
way for the ICC World
Test Championship is
through the Reliance ICC
Test Team Rankings, with
the qualifying period
being from May 1, 2013 to
December 31, 2016.

The top four teams at
the conclusion of the qual-
ification period will qualify
for the event in 2017. The
results of any Test series
ending after May 1, 2013,
and the results of any Test
series starting before
December 31,2016,will be
included in the period that
determine qualification
for the ICC WTC.

The official hashtag for
the ICC World Test Cham-
pionship is #wtc.

Tendulkar enters his farewell
series in 24th position

Rank Team Rating
1  . . . .South Africa  . . . . .131
2  . . . .England  . . . . . . . .116
3  . . . .India  . . . . . . . . . . .116
4  . . . .Pakistan  . . . . . . . .102
5  . . . .Australia  . . . . . . . .101
6  . . . .West Indies . . . . . .99
7  . . . .Sri Lanka  . . . . . . .88
8  . . . .New Zealand . . . . .75
9  . . . .Zimbabwe . . . . . . .34
10  . . .Bangladesh . . . . . .18
(Developed by David Kendix)

6-10 November – 1st Test, Kolkata
14-18 November – 2nd Test, Mumbai
21 November – 1st ODI, Kochi
24 November – 2nd ODI, Visakhapatnam
27 November – 3rd ODI, Kanpur

Sachin Tendulkar is aiming to finish his illustrious career inside the top 20.

Series schedule

Reliance ICC Test
Team Rankings table
(as on 4 November)

Batsmen
Rank Player Team Pts Ave
1  . . . .AB de Villiers  . . . .SA . . . . .909!  . . .51.44
2  . . . .Hashim Amla  . . . .SA . . . . .898  . . . .52.32
3  . . . .S.Chanderpaul  . . .WI . . . . .880  . . . .51.81
4  . . . .K. Sangakkara  . . .SL . . . . .866  . . . .56.98
5  . . . .Michael Clarke  . . .Aus . . . .853  . . . .52.08
6  . . . .Misbah-ul-Haq . . .Pak  . . . .783!  . . .46.03
7  . . . .C. Pujara  . . . . . . .Ind  . . . .777*!  . .65.55
8  . . . .Graeme Smith  . . .SA . . . . .771  . . . .49.36
9  . . . .Younus Khan  . . . .Pak  . . . .769 51.17
10  . . .Ian Bell . . . . . . . . .Eng . . . .748 46.66
11  . . .Alastair Cook  . . . .Eng . . . .737 47.85
12  . . .Ross Taylor  . . . . .NZ . . . . .721  . . . .42.81
13  . . .Kevin Pietersen  . .Eng . . . .706  . . . .48.38
14  . . .Jacques Kallis  . . .SA . . . . .704  . . . .55.44
15  . . .Jonathan Trott  . . .Eng . . . .698  . . . .47.39
16  . . .Marlon Samuels  .WI . . . . .663  . . . .37.39
17  . . .Asad Shafiq  . . . . .Pak  . . . .660*  . . .39.11
18  . . .Matt Prior  . . . . . .Eng . . . .647  . . . .42.36
19  . . .M. Jayawardene . .SL . . . . .639  . . . .49.56
20=  . .Chris Gayle  . . . . .WI . . . . .637  . . . .42.45
 . . . . .MS Dhoni . . . . . . .Ind  . . . .637  . . . .39.70

Bowlers
Rank Player Team Pts Ave
1  . . . .Dale Steyn  . . . . . .SA . . . . .903  . . . .22.65
2  . . . .Vernon Philander  .SA . . . . .899*  . . .17.50
3  . . . .Rangana Herath . .SL . . . . .831  . . . .29.52
4  . . . .Saeed Ajmal . . . . .Pak  . . . .824  . . . .26.54
5  . . . .Ryan Harris  . . . . .Aus . . . .782*!  . .22.26
6=  . . .Graeme Swann  . .Eng . . . .760  . . . .28.55
 . . . . .Peter Siddle  . . . . .Aus . . . .760  . . . .29.11

8  . . . .R.Ashwin  . . . . . . .Ind  . . . .757*!  . .28.53
9  . . . .James Anderson  .Eng . . . .741  . . . .30.10
10  . . .Stuart Broad  . . . .Eng . . . .740  . . . .30.58
11  . . .Pragyan Ojha  . . . .Ind  . . . .706  . . . .31.78
12  . . .Abdur Rehman  . .Pak  . . . .703*  . . .27.55
13  . . .Morne Morkel  . . .SA . . . . .700  . . . .30.23
14  . . .Kemar Roach . . . .WI . . . . .682*  . . .27.71
15  . . .Ben Hilfenhaus  . .Aus . . . .659*  . . .28.50
16  . . .Shakib Al Hasan . .Ban . . . .614  . . . .32.60
17  . . .Zaheer Khan . . . . .Ind  . . . .600  . . . .32.35
18  . . .Tim Southee  . . . .NZ . . . . .585*  . . .34.33
19  . . .Steven Finn  . . . . .Eng . . . .580*  . . .29.40
20  . . .Nathan Lyon  . . . .Aus . . . .576*  . . .33.23

All-rounders
Rank Player Team Pts
1  . . . .Shakib Al Hasan . .Ban . . . .362
2  . . . .Jacques Kallis  . . .SA . . . . .332
3  . . . .R. Ashwin  . . . . . .Ind  . . . .321*/*
4  . . . .Stuart Broad  . . . .Eng . . . .288
5  . . . .Vernon Philander  .SA . . . . .283*/*

*indicates provisional rating; a batsman qualifies for a full
rating after playing 40 Test innings; a bowler qualifies for a
full rating when he reaches 100 Test wickets.

! indicates career-highest rating

Reliance ICC Test
Player Rankings 
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KOLKATA, India – Darren
Sammy said West Indies will
enter the two-Test series
against India with the same
positive mindset which has
helped them to win their last
six straight Tests.

The West Indies captain said
playing India, particularly on
their home soil, was a much
tougher proposition than play-
ing New Zealand, Bangladesh
and Zimbabwe – but he felt his
side was more than capable of
rising to the challenge.

The two sides meet in the first
Test, starting tomorrow at the
historic Eden Gardens in this
eastern Indian city.

“Looking at the tour match,
the batsmen spent time in the
middle, which was very crucial
for us in India, because we all
know that we have to put runs
on the board when playing here
– and our bowlers got a good
work-out,” said Sammy. “We
have been practising hard and
everyone looks ready and eager
to start this series against India.

“This will be a real test for us.
We have played against the op-
position that has been placed be-
fore us, and so India will pose a
stronger challenge. But we have
to go out there with the same at-
titude and mentality to win the

two Test matches. We are in a
good frame of mind and the week
that we spent together in [the
United States] before coming
here has helped.

He added: “Many people may
feel that we should have been
hitting cricket balls,but the men-
tal side of the game is very im-
portant, and that team bonding
and working on our mental
toughness, I think will pay off
for us, and I want to thank the
West Indies Cricket Board for
coming up with it.

“The guys really enjoyed each
other’s company and we became
closer as a unit, so hopefully, we
can take that onto the field – the
mental toughness – together
with our cricket skills and have
two good Test matches here.”

Sammy said it will take time to
judge the effectiveness of the
team bonding session in the Uni-
ted States, but he has felt a dif-
ferent vibe in the team ever
since.

“As a captain, what I see are
players that are more relaxed
and everybody going through
their daily routine with little
pressure,” he said. “Even speak-
ing to the coach and the rest of
the management team, they
have noticed a change.The play-
ers are just doing what’s re-

quired of them. Obviously, we
will have to wait and see how
that is transferred into the way
we play.”

West Indies have not won a
Test series against a side rated
higher on the International Cric-
ket Council’s Test Ranking sys-
tem for four years, and the last
time they won a Test against a
higher ranked side was when
they beat Pakistan two years ago
in Guyana.

Sammy said this was some-
thing he would like to put to rest
in India – but he was well aware
that West Indies have not won on
the sub-continent, since Court-
ney Walsh’s side prevailed over
Mohammad Azharuddin’s side
by 243 runs almost two decades
ago at the PCA Stadium in
Mohali.

“Success is about winning,” he
said. “We have not won a Test in
India for a long time, but we
drew a Test in Mumbai on our
last visit, which was the first
time in a long time that we had
drawn a Test here.

Putting it to the test
“We are looking to go one step

further and we believe that once
we play to our full potential –
with the experience we have now
on this trip – we can win. We
have far more experienced bat-
ting than when last visited two
years ago and Shivnarine
Chanderpaul was our only expe-
rienced batsman.”

He continued: “Now we have
Shiv, Chris Gayle and Marlon
Samuels.Two players that were
young then, Darren Bravo and
Kieran Powell, have matured.
Narsingh Deonarine and Kirk
Edwards were part of the A-
Team that visited recently and
did well, so we have more expe-
rience in the batting.

“Shane Shillinford, our main
spinner, has taken 20 wickets in
his last two Tests and conditions
will favour him, as well as
Veerasammy Permaul, together
with our fast bowlers and me, I
believe we can get 20 wickets to
win a Test.”

Sammy felt however, the key
to victory will be how West Indies
combat India’s bevy of spin
bowlers. “Looking at the way
teams like Australia and
England have played in previ-
ous series here, spin played a
major factor,” he said.

“We have not played the spin
bowling well in our last few
Tests,but once we can counteract
their spin bowlers and put runs
on the board – a good first in-
nings total is always important
in a Test – over 400 – and then
we have to bowl well to restrict
them and get a lead of over 100.

“It will require a total team ef-
fort and all three disciplines of
the game must click for us. We
know over the years we have

played really well and put our-
selves in good positions, only to
lose the Test match due to one
bad session of play.

“We cannot afford that in this
series. We have to be on our Ps
and Qs, and go hard at the
Indians, because we know they
will come hard at us.”

Sammy said it was good to be
playing Test matches again, fol-
lowing a heavy diet of One-day
and Twenty20 matches over the
last seven months.

West Indies’ previous Test
against Zimbabwe finished on
March 22 this year at Windsor
Park in Roseau – and they won
by an innings and 65 runs.

“These Tests and the remain-
der against New Zealand are ve-
ry important, especially for play-
ers like Shiv, Shane, Kirk and
others that only play Tests,” he
said.

“It is also another opportunity
for us to further work on the
goals we have.We broke into the
top five earlier this year and this
is another chance for us to move
a little higher in the rankings.”

He said: “It’s also going to be
exciting,because it’s the farewell
series for [Indian batting legend]
Sachin Tendulkar, but we are
planning to take it very, very se-
riously, and look to give a good
account of ourselves to win these
two Tests.”

“India and West Indies have

always had a good relationship
and good battles. Indian people
support their team first and
West Indies are their second
favourite. They have seen our
guys playing in the Indian
Premier League and fallen in
love with them.”

Sammy said the farewell for
Tendulkar has energised the
bowling unit with everyone seek-
ing to have the privilege of being
the bowler to snare him for the
last time in Tests – but he
hedged no bets on who it be.

“All I know is that I will be part
of that wicket,” he said.

SSqquuaaddss
IINNDDIIAA ((ffrroomm)):: Mahendra Singh
Dhoni (captain), Ravichandran
Ashwin, Shikhar Dhawan, Virat
Kohli, Bhuvneshwar Kumar, Amit
Mishra, Pragyan Ojha, Cheteshwar
Pujara, Ajinkya Rahane,
Mohammed Shami, Ishant Sharma,
Rohit Sharma, Sachin Tendulkar,
Murali Vijay, Umesh Yadav
WWEESSTT IINNDDIIEESS ((ffrroomm)):: Darren
Sammy (captain), Tino Best, Darren
Bravo, Shivnarine Chanderpaul,
Sheldon Cottrell, Narsingh
Deonarine, Kirk Edwards, Chris
Gayle, Veersammy Permaul, Kieron
Powell, Denesh Ramdin, Kemar
Roach, Marlon Samuels, Shane
Shillingford, Chadwick Walton

SSTTAARRTT TTIIMMEE:: 11:30 p.m. today
(Jamaica – minus an hour)

Sammy confident West Indies
can rise to Indian challenge

West Indies captain, Darren Sammy. (photos courtesy of WICB
Media)

Pace duo Tino Best and Sheldon Cottrell await their turn to
bowl.

       



By Michael Phillips

MOUNT Brevitor and St. Peter Youth
have topped their respective zones in
this year’s edition of the St. Peter Ah
Come From Independence Village
Football Tournament. Ending the
preliminary round with seven points
each, both teams wrapped up the first
round with wins on Sunday night at
Speightstown.

Mount Brevitor came out of Zone B
unscathed after their three games with
only one ending in a draw. Sunday’s play
saw them taking a win over St. Peter’s
Bay Road View and Kareem Frederick
got things started early on for Mount

Brevitor with a goal in the sixth minute.
Omar Archer brought Road View back

into the game 28 minutes in with an
equaliser, but that would be all from the
team who are still without points in the
standings. Ron ‘Ca Pow’ Benn sealed the
deal for the zone leaders with the team’s
fifth goal for the season in the 44th
minute.

Black Bess and Six Men’s broke even
to stay in the middle of the group on five
and four points respectively. Six Men’s
Kerwin Hoyte (14th) put his team ahead
but only for a few minutes as Donavan
Lavine had the nets rocking in reply in
the 42nd.

Failure to score another goal denied

Black Bess the chance to end the round
on seven points just as Mount Brevitor
did with a similar goal difference. On
the other hand, Six Men’s had an even
spread of one win, one draw and one loss
for their four points. Three goals scored
for and against them brought them into
the end of the prelims with zero for a goal
difference.

In Zone A, St. Peter Youth have made
their presence felt with two wins and a
draw.They had an uncontested two-goal
win over defending champions
Boscobelle on Sunday compliments and
brace from Raedon Benn (14th and
37th). Despite scoring the most goals in
the entire competition (8), Boscobelle had

to settle for second place in the standings
with four points from a win and a draw.

Diamond Corner (4) were next in line
after taking their first win on Sunday.
Playing against Speightstown, who won
no games, they brought home three goals
to push their total tally up to seven.

Speightstown looked to be changing
their luck after having only one draw to
their names when Antonio Rene Greaves
scored three minutes into the encounter.
Their lead, however, was short-lived and
Jerry ‘Muscles’ Morris scored in the fifth
and eight minutes to put Diamond
Corner in control. The final blow was
struck in the 32nd by Mark ‘Thornhill’
Phillips.
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BERLIN – Bayern Munich president Uli
Hoeness will face trial next March on
charges he hid millions of euros from tax
authorities in a Swiss bank account, a
court said yesterday.

The superior regional court in Munich
said in a statement that it had agreed to
hear the case brought by public
prosecutors in July and that proceedings
would start on March 10.

"The 61-year-old president of FC
Bayern is accused by Munich prosecutors

of tax evasion," the court said.
"No details on the allegations can be

released due to the special secrecy
requirements in tax trials before the
charges are read in the public hearing."

In a statement, the club’s supervisory
board said it was in "mutual agreement"
that Hoeness will remain in office.

Following an independent inquiry by
legal experts, the board has been advised
it does not have to request Hoeness’
resignation from a legal point of view.

By Michael Phillips

MAVERICKS Football Club remain
in first place after taking their latest
win in the Barbados Football
Association’s Women’s Premier
League. Sending a fiery beaver-trick
past the Technique Football Club
keeper, Felicia Jarvis led the
Mavericks to their five-two win at
Passage Road on Sunday evening.

Denicia King put Technique in the
driver’s seat after only ten minutes of

play. However, things were drawn level
when Jarvis found the nets in the 24th
and she tipped the scales when she did the
same in the 30th.

Shannon Gibson opened the second half
and made it three when she beat Cadijah
Mars in the bars. There was a flicker of
hope when King had a second goal in the
65th, but that would be all Technique
could muster. Jarvis returned to add two
more goals in the 72nd and the very last
minute of regulation time.

The National Sports Council Women’s

Football Team may be in second place at
present but still have a game in hand in
the competition. They took another
massive win in their game against Unity
1 Soccer Academy at the Emmerton
venue.

Adrienne Forde picked up some
frequent flyer miles after scoring five of
the 11 goals on the evening. She got
started by beating the custodian in two-
minute intervals in the eighth, tenth and
12th minutes. Kamillah Burke got one in
the 32nd before Forde had her last in the

first half 42 minutes in.
Going the other way, Forde picked back

up with her fifth and final goal (48th)
before handing off the baton to Dominique
Browne and Jalisa Callender who found
the nets in the 54th and 64th respectively.
With and own goal in between in the 73rd,
Callender and Browne added two more in
the 71st and 82nd.

In another game at Passage Road,
Genesis Lafida took a comfortable ten-
nil win over Eden Stars Women who have
won none of their nine games.

Zone leaders decided in St. Peter tourney

Mavericks, NSC in winners row again

Bayern boss Hoeness to
face trial on tax charges

Uli Hoeness (left) speaks to journalists on November 4, 2013 in Pilsen, on the
eve of their Champions League match against Viktoria Plzen.

     



LONDON – Setting out
the Olympic priorities
for his new
administration, IOC
President Thomas
Bach convened a
summit of sports
leaders Sunday to
review the fight
against doping, match-
fixing and illegal
betting.

The meeting, attended
by senior IOC officials
and heads of key
international sports
federations and national
Olympic committees, was
called without public
notice and held behind
closed doors at
International Olympic
Committee headquarters
in Lausanne, Switzerland.

The summit underlined
how quickly Bach is
moving to take charge

since being elected as
Jacques Rogge’s successor
on September 10 in
Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Earlier this week, Bach
travelled to Sochi, Russia,
where he met with
President Vladimir Putin
and checked on
preparations for the 2014
Winter Games.

The summit Sunday
was the second “Olympic
movement coordination
meeting,” following talks
held in Lausanne earlier
this year under Rogge’s
leadership.

The delegates backed
the IOC executive board’s
decision in August to
nominate British IOC vice
president Craig Reedie as
the next president of the
World Anti-Doping
Agency. Reedie will take
over on Jan. 1 from
former Australian
government minister
John Fahey, with his
appointment to be
formally accepted at the
World Conference on
Doping in Sport in
Johannesburg later this
month.

The meeting also
endorsed the IOC’s
proposed revisions of the
World Anti-Doping Code,
including an increase in
doping suspensions from
two years to four years.
The tougher penalty will
keep dopers out of at least
one Olympics.

REAL ESTATE

FOR SALE

LOTS

Mount Standfast, St. James-
6128 sq ft - $250,000.00

St Lucy

Building lots 4,500 sq. ft. to
5,300 sq. ft.
$90,000.00 to $110,000.00

Lowthers, Christ Church 4,712
sq,ft $125,000.00

Fortesque, St. Philip
5,927 sq. ft.
$125,000.00

Durants, Christ Church
5,650 sq. ft.
$185,000.00

Pilgrim Place, Christ Church
11,976 sq. ft.
$240,000.00

Clermont, St. Michael
10,500 sq. ft.
$315,000.00

PROPERTIES

Bournes Village St. George
Ground floor 2- 2 bedroom 1
bathroom apartments
First floor 1- 2 bedroom 1
bathroom apartment    3,191 sq.
ft $471,000.00 

Bushy Park, St. Philip
3 Bedrooms 2 Bathroom
Newly construction house -
5,131 sq.ft $425,000.00

One and Two Bedroom
Apartments -  Boarded Hall,
Green, St. George - Prices  from
$228,800.00 - $461,900.00

Appleby Gardens, St. James
3 Bedroom 2 1/2 Bathroom
house - 8,333 sq.ft $755,000.00

Casuarina Estate, St. Philip
6,385 sq. ft.
$525,000.00

Pilgrim Place, Christ Church
6 Bedroom, 4 bathroom building
on 3 floors  18,932 sq. ft.
$715,000.00

Maxwell, Christ Church
2 Storey - Apartment Building
4 Apartments and 1 Townhouse -
8,942 sq.ft $1.3 Million

CONDOMINIUM

Flamboyant Avenue, Sunset
Crest, St. James One Bedroom-
One Bathroom $300,000.00

APARTMENTS

2 apts at Sea grape Drive, St.
Philip $1600.00 bds for
downstairs apt and $1500.00 bds
for the 1st floor apt.

Executive Townhouse:-
Clermont Green, St. Michael -
$2300 a month- Has a swimming
pool.

Inchcape Terrace, St.Philip -
Two Bedroom- One Bathroom -
Unfurnished - $1150 a month -
includes water.

Chancery Lane Ch Ch $1050 a
month

REAL ESTATE

Upper Carters Gap Ch Ch 2 bed
1 bath $1100 a month

Crystal Court,St. James
2 Bedroom 1 1/2 Bathroom
Condominium Unit - $2,500.00
monthly

Contact: 
Telephone (246) 432-7191
Website: www.creis.com

AUCTION SALES

SUNSET SALE AT
CONSOLIDATED

FINANCE, HASTINGS
CHRIST CHURCH AT
5:00PM ON TUESDAY

05-11-2013

WE WILL SELL BY AUCTION
ON TUESDAY REPEAT ON
TUESDAY 05-11-2013 THE
FOLLOWING WORKING AND
NOT WORKING VEHICLES:-

ONE 2010 KIA SPORTAGE,
ONE 2009 AUDI A4, ONE 2008
TOYOTA YARIS (LHD), FOUR
FORD RANGERS (2007-2008),
TWO 2008 KIA CARENF, ONE
2006 FORD EVEREST, ONE
2008 KIA SPORTAGE, ONE

2008 SUBARU EMPREZA, ONE
2007 CHEVROLET SPARK,

ONE 2007 CHEVROLET AVEO,
ONE 2007 CHEVROLET
OPTRA, ONE 2007 KIA

PICANTO, ONE 2007 AUDI A6,
ONE 2006 NISSAN BLUEBIRD,
2006 & 2008 DAIHATSU HI-JET,

ONE 2006 NISSAN
URVAN,ONE 2005 NISSAN
FRONTIER DOUBLE CAB
PICKUP, ONE 2005 FORD

FOCUS, ONE 2005 KIA
SORENTO, ONE 2005 MAZDA

DEMIO, ONE 2005 MAZDA
AXELA,  ONE 2005 HYUNDAI

GETZ, 

at Consolidated Finance
Hastings, Christ Church at

5:00pm

Terms Draft/ Certified Cheque
Carl/ Trevor Holligan

Tel: 
233-1818/ 247-2906

SERVICES

HOUSE PLAN 
DESIGN SERVICES

Fast & Professional

Tel:
624-0044/ 253-3963 

or visit
www.houseplanbb.com

JOB SEEKERS

EXPERIENCED LADY SEEKS
job as Caregiver Day/Night. 
Serious enqueries only.

Tel: 834-9315

Female seeks job caring for the
elderly day/night. Will assist
individual with light house
cleaning duties.

Call: 831-3425

JOB SEEKERS

I MAINTAIN PROPERTY. 

General garden/ lawn upkeep. 
Propagating, landscaping,
grassing, spraying, mowing,
forking, weeding, model:
suburban, 
project, ave 1/2 acre, 5hrs, once
/ wk, tools are yours.

Pete 263-9867

MALE SEEKS JOB in small
office or Data Entry.

Tel: 438-2317

Mature certified trained auxiliary
nurse seeks employment taking
care of the sick/elderly
weekdays.

Tel:844-0793

MATURE, CHRISTIAN, CERTIFIED
and qualified auxiliary nurse seeks
job looking after the elderley.

Tel: 833-0580
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BARBADOS

No: 213/2013

TAKE NOTICE that an Application has been made to the
Registrar of Titles by SUSAN CORALIE THOMAS of Lot 26
Golden Plover Road, Inch Marlow in the parish of Christ Church
in this Island for the Restoration of the Title Deed to the property
at Lot 26 Golden Plover Road, Inch Marlow in the parish of Christ
Church in this Island (more particularly described in the Schedule
hereto) on the grounds that the Original Title Deed to the land
has been lost.

ALSO TAKE NOTICE that unless notification is received at the
Land Registry, Warrens Office Complex, Warrens in the parish of
Saint Michael by the 6th day of January 2014 that the Original
Title Deed to the said property has not been so lost or is being
lawfully held by some other person, the Registrar of Titles shall
immediately proceed to determine the said Application according
to law.

Dated this 5th day of November 2013.

Norman O. Thomas Q.C
Attorney-at-Law for the Applicant

SCHEDULE

ALLTHAT land (part of a larger area of 43,449. square metres
forming part of a said building estate called Plover Court which
was itself part of a larger area of 52.08 acres) situate at Inch
Marlow in the parish of Christ Church in Barbados delineated and
shown on a plan certified the 2nd day of August 1991 by F.H.
Godson, Land Surveyor and which was stamped as an approved
plan by the Chief Town Planner on the 15th day of August 1991
under Town Planning Application no. 9/1/90D7 and recorded at
the Land Registry of Barbados on the 26th day of May 1992 as
deed number 4114 of 1992 and containing by admeasurement
774.1 square metres of which area 71.2 square metres are in the
carriageway and 30.7 square metres are in the verge (which
together make up the road reserve) and being the lot numbered
26 on the approved plan Abutting and Bounding on the lots num-
bered 24,36,37, and 28 on the approved plan and on the remain-
der of the said road reserve or however else the same may abut
and bound.

The Title Deed to be restored is:

Conveyance dated the 30th day of March, 1995 - Bradshaw &
Company Limited to Ms. Susan Corlie Thomas recorded in the
Land Registry on the 5th July 1995 as Deed No. 4975.

LAND (TITLE DEEDS RESTORATION) ACT
CAP 229C SECTION 3(1) AS AMENDED BY
THE THIRD SCHEDULE TOTHE LAND (TITLE
PROCEEDINGS) ACT 2011-7  RESTORATION
OF TITLE DEED DESTROYED BY DISASTER
OR            OTHERWISE, OR LOSTOR STOLEN

Bach chairs
Olympic summit
on doping,
match-fixing

ABU DHABI – South
African batsman Jean-
Paul Duminy said star
performer Hashim Amla’s
return will be a big bonus
for South Africa in the
third one-day
international against
Pakistan in Abu Dhabi
tomorrow.

Amla, ranked second in
Test batsmen rankings,
left for home to attend
the birth of his second
child after the first of two
Tests in the series which
ended 1-1.

He missed the first two
one-days – won each by
South Africa and

Pakistan – before joining
the squad on Sunday,
despite the delay in the
birth.

Duminy hoped Amla
gives good starts to South
Africa who were shot out
for 183 and 143 in the
one-day matches.

“Hashim’s return is a
bonus but there’s no
guarantee that he will
come and score runs. He’s
probably given us the
best starts in the ODI
format – he’s the best in
the world – so it’s great to
have him back,” Duminy
said after training
yesterday.

Amla’s return 
‘is bonus for 
South Africa’: Duminy

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?issueID=38414&ReturnUrl=http://www.creis.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?issueID=38414&ReturnUrl=http://www.houseplanbb.com
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http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?issueID=38414&ReturnUrl=http://www.foreverflowersbarbados.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?issueID=38414&ReturnUrl=mailto:foreverflowers@caribsurf.com
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Effective October 8th, 2012, the market price of a security listed on the board of the BSE will only change if a quantity of shares traded (in a single trade) 
is greater than or equal to the threshold amount (volume limit) as stated in the table below. For more information please visit the downloads section of 

our website - www.bse.com.bb

BARBADOS STBARBADOS STOCK EXCHANGEOCK EXCHANGE

COMPANY LAST TRADE VOLUME HIGH LOW LAST CURRENT PRICE BID ASK BID ASK 

DATE CLOSE CLOSE CHANGE PRICE PRICE SIZE SIZE 
Almond Resorts Inc. 01-Nov-13 - - - $0.32 $0.32 $0.00 - $0.40 - 5,351

BICO Limited 11-Jul-13 - - - $1.80 $1.80 - $1.50 - 1,000 - 

Banks Holdings Ltd. 29-Oct-13 - - - $2.95 $2.95 - $3.02 $3.28 1,580 1,676

Barbados Dairy Industries Ltd. 30-Oct-13 - - - $3.00 $3.00 - $1.50 $5.25 1,000 28,114

Barbados Farms Ltd. 30-Oct-13 - - - $0.82 $0.82 - $0.50 $0.83 12,000 319

Republic Bank (Barbados) Limited 26-Apr-13 - - - $5.00 $5.00 - $3.00 - 2,173 -

Barbados Shipping & Trading Co. Ltd. - *+*18-Oct-10 - - - $7.58 $7.58 - - - - -

Cable and Wireless Barbados Ltd. 30-Oct-13 - - - $3.40 $3.40 - $3.10 $3.15 1,000 3,937

Cave Shepherd and Co. Ltd. 28-Oct-13 - - - $2.94 $2.94 - - $2.94 - 5,242

FirstCaribbean International Bank 28-Oct-13 - - - $2.98 $2.98 - $2.00 $2.68 1,372 1,826

Fortress Caribbean Property Fund 01-Nov-13 - - - $0.22 $0.22 - $0.16 $0.20 10,000 20,000
- Development Fund - - - -
Fortress Caribbean Property Fund 31-Oct-13 - - - $0.38 $0.38 - $0.38 $0.52 15,000 15,000 
- Value Fund

Goddard Enterprises Ltd. 04-Nov-13 984 $6.25 $6.25 $6.15 $6.15 $0.00 $6.25 - 216 -

Insurance Corporation Of Barbados Ltd. 30-Oct-13 - - - $2.58 $2.58 - $2.53 $2.59 500 500

Jamaica Money Market Brokers Limited 09-Sep-13 - - - $0.15 $0.15 - $0.15 $0.39 3,000 6,840

Light and Power Holdings Ltd 5.5% Pref 16-Sep-13 - - - $3.11 $3.11 - - - - -

Light and Power Holdings Ltd. 07-Oct-13 - - - $25.70 $25.70 - $19.00 $25.70 29 11,484

Neal And Massy Holdings Ltd. 28-Oct-13 - - - $17.25 $17.25 - $17.26 $19.02 230 5,918

One Caribbean Media Limited 17-Oct-13 - - - $4.80 $4.80 - $4.86 $5.70 1,000 300

Sagicor Financial Corporation Pref  6.5% -*16-Sep-13 - - - $2.26 $2.26 - $2.00 - 150 -

Sagicor Financial Corporation -* 01-Nov-13 - - - $2.14 $2.14 - $2.06 $2.10 71,001 10,000

The West Indies Rum Distilleries Ltd. 22-Jul-13 - - - $8.00 $8.00 - - - - -

Trinidad Cement Ltd. 22-Jun-11 - - - $0.80 $0.80 - - $1.00 - 217

West India Biscuit Co. Ltd. 18-Oct-13 - - - $10.03 $10.03 - $10.02 - 100 -

TOTAL SHARES BOUGHT & SOLD 984

-* = Security is Trading X-Div
*+* = Security is Suspended
** = Rights Issued

Royal Fidelity TIGRS A Fund 21-May-12 $10.50 $10.50

Royal Fidelity TIGRS A1 Fund $10.00 $10.00 $9.50 205 

Royal Fidelity TIGRS A2 Fund $10.00 $10.00

Royal Fidelity TIGRS A3 Fund $10.00 $10.00 $9.75 50

Bid Ask Bid Ask
Price Price Size Size

Barbados Government Debenture 6.125% 2021 $98.50 29,000
Barbados Government Debenture 6.875% 2023 $100.00 80,000
Barbados Government Debenture 7% 2023 $  95.00 20,000
Barbados Government Debenture 7.25% 2028 $100.00 10,000
Barbados Government Debenture 7.75% 2025 $106.00 10,000
Barbados Government T/Note 5.875% 2014 $102.50 40,000
Barbados Government T/Note 5.875% 2015 $105.00 45,000
Barbados Government T/Note 6% 2016 $103.00 9,000

MUTUAL FUND
November 4, 2013

ENDED NAME OF FUND NAV OFFER BID NAV
CHANGE

01-Nov-13 REPUBLIC CAPITAL GROWTH FUND w   1.4025 0.0013
01-Nov-13 REPUBLIC INCOME FUND -* w   1.3990 0.0010
01-Nov-13 REPUBLIC PROPERTY FUND w   1.3542 -0.0030
31-Oct-13 CLICO BALANCED FUND INC. w   1.232 -0.0030
01-Nov-13 FORTRESS CARIBBEAN GROWTH FUND      w   4.7035   4.7035 4.7035   0.0005
01-Nov-13 FORTRESS HIGH INTEREST FUND - ACC.    w    1.7874 0.0013
01-Nov-13 FORTRESS HIGH INTEREST FUND - DIST.    w    1.0043 0.0008
30-Sep-13 ROYAL FIDELITY SELECT BALANCED FUND m 4.6190  4.6190 4.5270   0.0603
30-Sep-13 ROYAL FIDELITY STRATEGIC GROWTH FUNDm 0.8670  0.8670 0.8490   0.0098
30-Sep-13 ROYAL FIDELITY PREMIUM INCOME FUND   m   1.3440 1.3440  1.3171   0.0035
01-Nov-13 SAGICOR GLOBAL BALANCED FUND w   2.21 0.00
01-Nov-13 SAGICOR SELECT GROWTH FUND w   1.23 0.00
01-Nov-13 SAGICOR PREFERRED INCOME FUND -*      w   1.05 0.00

* Indicates the Fund is currently ex-div

NOTES:   QUOTATIONS AND NET ASSET VALUE PER SHARE ARE SUPPLIED BY THE
FUND MANAGEMENT.  THE OFFERING PRICE INCLUDES NET ASSET VALUE PLUS
ENTRY COSTS.      

m = monthly valuation, q = quarterly valuation,     w = weekly

Regular Market
Security Volume High Low Price Advance/

DECLINE

GODDARD ENTERPRISES LIMITED 984 $6.25 $6.25 $6.15 $0.00

BARBADOS STOCK REPORT
November 4, 2013

One security traded firm as 984 shares traded on the Regular Market, with a total value of $6,150.00. Goddard Enterprises Limited was
the sole security trading 984 shares at $6.25 before closing firm at $6.15.

JUNIOR MARKET

Fixed Income

SHARE SUMMARY INFORMATION
November 4, 2013

INDICES
TODAY'S TRADING LAST TRADING CHANGES

November 4, 2013 November 1, 2013
Local  2,988.09 2,988.09 -   

Cross-list 1,486.78 1,486.78 -   
Composite 739.01 739.01 -   

MARKET CAPITALISATION (in millions) 

TODAY'S TRADING LAST TRADING CHANGES 

November 4, 2013 November 1, 2013
Local  8,458.96 8,458.96 -   

Cross-list 2,481.31 2,481.31 -   
Composite 10,940.27 10,940.27 -                      

NEWS
DIVIDEND DECLARATION

Sagicor Financial Corporation - Directors have declared an interim
dividend of two (2) US cents per share to be paid on November 15th, 2013
to Shareholders on record at close of business on October 15th, 2013.

Sagicor Financial Corporation 6.5% Pref - Directors have declared an
interim dividend of three point two five (3.25) US cents per share to be paid
on November 15th, 2013 to Shareholders on record at close of business on
October 15th, 2013.

Light and Power Holdings Limited - Directors have declared an interim
dividend of thirteen (13) cents per share to be paid on December 9th, 2013
to Shareholders on record at close of business on November 18th, 2013.

TRADING SUSPENSION
Barbados Shipping & Trading Company Limited - Pursuant to the
application for a Certificate of Amalgamation by Barbados Shipping &
Trading Company Limited, the company's shares have been suspended from
trading.

BSE NOTICES
The Barbados Stock Exchange Inc. (BSE) wishes to advise that the
Delisting Order for Barbados Shipping & Trading Company Limited (BS&T)
has been received from the Financial Services Commission (FSC). The
official delisting date for the issued and outstanding shares of Barbados
Shipping & Trading Company Limited will be determined after consultation
with the Company.

March 18, 2013.

The Barbados Stock Exchange Inc. (BSE), in partnership with the
Canadian Society of Corporate Secretaries (CSCS) and Chartered
Secretaries Canada - the Canadian Division of the Institute of Chartered
Secretaries and Administrators (ICSA), cordially invite you to join us at our
first Corporate Governance and Accountability Conference to be held on
November 21st and 22nd, 2013  at the Hilton Barbados Resort. Please visit
http://www.bse.com.bb or email registration@bse.com.bb for more
details on the conference.

SECURITY VOLUME LIMIT SECURITY VOLUME LIMIT 

ALMOND RESORTS INCORPORATED 3,500 LIGHT & POWER HOLDINGS LIMITED 1,000

BANKS HOLDINGS LIMITED 4,000 LIGHT & POWER HOLDINGS LIMITED 5.5% Pref 100 

B'DOS DAIRY INDUSTRIES LIMITED 300 SAGICOR FINANCIAL CORPORATION 6.5% Pref 7,500 

B'DOS FARMS LIMITED 1,500 SAGICOR FINANCIAL CORPORATION
10,000

REPUBLIC BANK BARBADOS LIMITED 6,000 THE WEST INDIES RUM DISTILLERY LIMITED 300

B'DOS SHIPPING & TRADING COMPANY
LIMITED

5,000 WEST INDIA BISCUIT COMPANY LIMITED 300 

BICO INDUSTRIES LIMITED 100 JAMAICA MONEY MARKET BROKERS LIMITED 10,000 

CABLE & WIRELESS (BARBADOS)
LIMITED 

9,000 NEAL & MASSY HOLDINGS LIMITED 6,500 

CAVE SHEPHERD & COMPANY LIMITED 1,500 ONE CARIBBEAN MEDIA LIMITED 4,000 

FIRSTCARIBBEAN INTERNATIONAL
LIMITED

10,000 TRINIDAD CEMENT LIMITED 10,000 

FORTRESS CARIBBEAN PROPERTY -
DEV FUND 3,500 ROYAL FIDELITY TIGRS A FUND  100

FORTRESS CARIBBEAN PROPERTY -
VALUE FUND

3,500 ROYAL FIDELITY TIGRS A1 FUND 100

GODDARD ENTERPRISES LIMITED 3,500 ROYAL FIDELITY TIGRS A2 FUND 100

INSURANCE CORPORATION OF
BARBADOS LIMITED 2,500

ROYAL FIDELITY TIGRS A3 FUND 100
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LONDON – Sebastian
Vettel’s run of seven
grand prix wins in a
row may be even more
impressive than
Michael Schumacher’s
similar streak in 2004,
according to his Red
Bull team boss,
Christian Horner.

Vettel, already the
sport’s youngest quadru-
ple world champion at 26
years old,was utterly dom-
inant in Abu Dhabi on
Sunday as he chalked up
his seventh successive vic-
tory with almost embar-
rassing ease.

No driver in the modern
era has won more than
seven in a row, and
Schumacher and Vettel
are the only ones ever to
have done so in a single
season.

Italian Alberto Ascari
racked up nine consecu-
tive victories, but that was
over the course of the 1952
and 1953 seasons – when
the calendar admittedly
had a fraction of the num-
ber of races seen today.

“The times are very dif-
ferent,” Horner said when
asked to compare Vettel’s
achievement with
Schumacher’s success at
Ferrari.

“We’re all on a standard
tyre now, there’s no test-
ing, we’re limited on the
amount of engines we can
have, the amount of wind
tunnel time and so on.

“So it’s a much more
even playing field (now).
It’s always difficult to com-
pare generations with gen-

erations, but the level at
which he’s performing, I
don’t have words to de-
scribe how phenomenal it
is. It’s just truly impres-
sive,” added Horner.

Vettel finished more
than 30 seconds ahead of
second placed team mate
Mark Webber in Abu
Dhabi, the best bench-
mark of performance
given that the Australian
was in an identical car and
had started on pole posi-
tion.

He had been 40 seconds
clear of the rest at his sec-
ond pitstop.

Under the Singapore
floodlights in September,

the German’s most domi-
nant win of 2013 before
Sunday, he had taken the
chequered flag 32.6 sec-
onds ahead of Ferrari’s
Fernando Alonso.

In India, he won 29.8
seconds clear of second
placed Nico Rosberg’s
Mercedes.

“It was absolutely mind-
blowing in many respects.
After the start, Seb just
got his head down and dis-

appeared,” said Horner of
Sunday’s latest display of
supremacy.

Truly dominant
In 2011, Vettel won 11

races – a number he has
matched already this year
with two rounds remain-
ing – and is now on course
to equal Schumacher’s
2004 record of 13 victories
in a season.

“It’s just truly dominant,

he has just hit a patch of
form that is incredible.We
know Mark Webber is a
very fine racing driver,and
in a race that didn’t have
any safety cars or any is-
sues, to achieve what he’s
done is quite mind blow-
ing,” said Horner.

“I think Sebastian’s just
stepped up another gear.”

While others have strug-
gled to get the most out of
the tricky Pirelli tyres, or

indeed make them last,
Vettel seems to have un-
locked their secrets more
than anyone else – even if
he denied there was any
great mystery.

The tyres, he said, re-
mained difficult to drive
because of their extreme
sensitivity but it helped to
lead from the front and
have clean air.

“Somehow we got the
hang of it,” he said. “More
and more so towards the
end of the year. And look-
ing after them (the tyres),
really listening to them
and being able to extract
maybe a little more per-
formance than the other
guys.”

The comparisons with
compatriot Schumacher
have followed him
throughout his career but
the numbers tell only part
of the story.

“The thing is that people
see seven races. People
don’t see the challenge it
takes every single race to
nail it,” said Vettel.

Webber, who has been
on pole in two of the last
three races but has yet to
win a race this season,
knows what it takes and
recognised his teammate
was simply ‘on another
category’.

“I think he’s in a sweet
spot, for sure,” he said.

ABU DHABI – Lewis
Hamilton admitted that
he is bemused by his own
disappointing recent race
form after finishing sev-
enth in Sunday’s Abu
Dhabi Grand Prix.

His Mercedes team-
mate, German Nico
Rosberg, came home third.

Briton Hamilton said:
“Even if I was ahead, I
would have been over-
taken, I just wasn’t good
overall.

“It was like I had an-
other 50kg in the car, I
was just too slow. Just no
pace.

“Ultimately I am not
particularly happy with
my performance, but I am

very happy with the
team’s performance.

The development and
hard work that has gone
in has been remarkable.
For whatever reasons,
maybe being a new car, I
have not got on well with
it.

“And really it is for me
very, very confusing. I was
half a second up on my
qualifying lap, 100 per
cent, and if I hadn’t made
a mistake and been on the
front row, the position
would have been different.

“But still, when I get to
the race I don’t know what
happens. I really struggle.
For a lot of races it’s been
like that.”

COOPERSTOWN, N.Y. –
Retired managers Joe
Torre, Tony La Russa and
Bobby Cox will join
holdovers George
Steinbrenner and Marvin
Miller on the Hall of Fame
expansion era committee
ballot next month.

Dave Concepcion, Steve
Garvey, Tommy John,
Billy Martin and Ted
Simmons also are held
over from the 2010 ballot,
while Dave Parker and
Dan Quisenberry have
been added. Vida Blue,
Ron Guidry, Al Oliver and
Rusty Staub have been
dropped.

The committee will
gather at the winter meet-
ings in Lake Buena Vista,
Fla., and its vote will be
announced there Dec. 9.

Torre and Cox retired as
managers after the 2010
season and La Russa after
leading the St. Louis
Cardinals to the 2011
World Series champi-
onship.

Torre led the New York
Yankees to World Series
titles in 1996, 1998, 1999
and 2000 and finished

with a 2,326-1,997 record
as a big league manager,
also spending time with
the New York Mets,
Atlanta, St. Louis and the
Los Angeles Dodgers.

La Russa is third in
wins among managers
with a 2,728-2,365 record
that also included time
with the Chicago White
Sox and Oakland. He won
World Series titles with
the Athletics in 1989 and
the Cardinals in 2006 and
‘11.

Cox, who led Atlanta to
the 1995 Series title, is
fourth in career wins with
a 2,504-2,001 record that
also included time with
Toronto.He led the Braves
to 14 straight division ti-
tles from 1991-05.

Steinbrenner was the
New York Yankees owner
from 1973 until his death
in July 2010,and the team
won seven World Series
championships, 11 AL
pennants and 16 AL East
titles during his reign. He
appeared on the ballot for
the first time that
December and received
fewer than eight votes.

The panel elected former
Toronto general manager
Pat Gillick, who appeared
on 13 of 16 ballots.

Miller, the pioneering
head of the players’ associ-
ation from 1966-81, died
in November 2012 at 95.
He will be appearing on a
committee ballot for the
sixth time.

When all Hall of Famers
could vote, Miller received
44 per cent in 2003 and 63
percent in 2007. After the
Hall downsized the com-
mittee, he received 3 of 12
votes in 2007, 7 of 12 in
2009 and 11 of 16 in
December 2010 - one shy
of the required 75 percent.

This year’s committee
includes Hall of Famers
Rod Carew, Carlton Fisk,
Whitey Herzog, Tom
Lasorda, Paul Molitor, Joe
Morgan, Phil Niekro and
Frank Robinson; Toronto
Blue Jays President Paul
Beeston; retired club exec-
utive Andy MacPhail;
Philadelphia Phillies
President Dave
Montgomery; Chicago
White Sox chairman Jerry
Reinsdorf; Steve Hirdt of

the Elias Sports Bureau;
Bruce Jenkins of the San
Francisco Chronicle;
Baseball Writers’
Association of American
Secretary-Treasurer Jack
O’Connell; and retired
Fort Worth Star-Telegram
reporter Jim Reeves.

This year’s ballot, cho-
sen by a BBWAA-ap-
pointed historical
overview committee, cov-
ers baseball’s expansion
era. Players, managers,
umpires, executives whose
most significant impact
was from 1973 on were
considered as part of a
three-year cycle. The
golden era (1947-72) will
be voted on in 2014 and
the pre-integration era
(1871-1946) will be judged
in 2015.

Anyone elected will be
inducted into the Hall dur-
ing ceremonies in
Cooperstown on July 24
with any players chosen
by the BBWAA. Greg
Maddux,Tom Glavine and
Frank Thomas are among
the newcomers to the
BBWAA balloting, which
will be announced Jan. 8..

Hamilton
bemused by loss
of race pace

Torre, La Russa, Cox on Hall of Fame ballot

Horner says Vettel’s dominance is mind-blowing

Sebastian Vettel (left) and his Red Bull team boss, Christian Horner (right).
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OKLAHOMA CITY – After a
six-month layoff, Russell
Westbrook looked a lot like
his old self.

The All-Star point guard had
21 points and seven assists as
the Oklahoma City Thunder,de-
spite shooting 2 of 18 from 3-
point range, beat the Phoenix
Suns 103-96 on Sunday night.

Kevin Durant had 33 points
and 10 rebounds for the
Thunder, who won their fifth
straight home opener and de-
feated Phoenix (2-1) for the 11th
straight time.The Suns last beat
Oklahoma City (2-1) in
December 2010.

Westbrook,sidelined after first
tearing the lateral meniscus in
his right knee during the second
game of the NBA playoffs, then
having a medical setback, re-
turned three to five weeks ahead
of the team’s previously an-
nounced timetable. He said be-
fore the game he never thought
it would take him that long to
come back.

After the game he said he felt
a little rusty but seemed satisfied
with his effort.

“I just missed some easy ones
but that will come,” Westbrook
said.“I’m able to do what I want.
I could be better but that’s all
right.That’s expected. I’m not ex-
pected to come back and be
bionic man. I’m just going to
work my way through it.”

Thunder coach Scott Brooks
came away impressed with
Westbrook’s outing. “There are
two things that (Westbrook) does
at a high level,” Brooks said.“He
wins. He’s a winner. The guy

plays the game like it’s supposed
to be played. It’s not always going
to be perfect, but he plays with
everything he has every single
night.To me that’s inspiring.The
second thing is leadership. It’s
taken him some time to get that.
Now he is our leader.”

Brooks wasn’t as glowing
about the team’s shooting.

“Obviously, we’ve got to shoot
the ball much better,” he said.
“We can’t continue to shoot that
from the 3-point line. I don’t like
to talk about it much but it’s
hard to hide 2 for 18. But I will
say this – I believe in the guys
taking shots.”

Eric Bledsoe scored 26 points –
one off his career high – and
added a career-best 14 assists for
Phoenix, which opened the sea-
son with home wins over
Portland and Utah. The Suns
stayed with Oklahoma City
thanks to 14-of-37 3-point shoot-
ing, but eventually were done in
by 23 turnovers.

Serge Ibaka added nine points
and 10 rebounds for Oklahoma
City.

Phoenix led 79-73 after a 3-
pointer by Bledsoe with 7:46 left,
but the Thunder scored the next
eight points, including lay-ups
by Westbrook and Reggie
Jackson, the latter putting
Oklahoma City ahead 81-79
with 6:11 left.

Channing Frye’s basket tied
the game for Phoenix, but the
Thunder went on a 14-6 run,
highlighted by three-point plays
from Ibaka and Derek Fisher, to
take a 95-87 lead with 2:19 left.

The Suns pulled within 95-92

before Durant slammed home a
missed lay-up by Westbrook with
32.8 seconds left. Gerald Green
hit a 3-pointer from the corner to
cap a 21-point performance, but
Westbrook and Durant com-
bined to go 6-of-6 from the free
throw line over the final 29.3 sec-
onds to seal the win.

“Our guys fought hard and
that’s a good team and we had a
chance to win on their court, so
I’m pretty happy with the effort,”
Phoenix coach Jeff Hornacek
said.

“That’s the ultimate goal,
when you go on the road, is to
have a chance at the end, espe-
cially a team like this. It’s very
difficult to win in this gym. We
were right there and had some
chances.”

Westbrook’s action was his
first since April, when Houston
Rockets guard Patrick Beverley
banged knees with him while
going for a steal after Westbrook
had stopped to call a timeout.

Westbrook underwent an ini-
tial surgery for the injury on
April 27. He underwent another
surgery on Oct. 1 to remove a
loose stitch from the first proce-
dure. At the time, the Thunder
said he would miss the first four
to six weeks of the regular sea-
son. Under that timetable,
Westbrook could have been out
for as many as 22 games.

Instead, he missed only two
games – a win at Utah on
Wednesday and a loss at
Minnesota on Friday.

Usually the first player an-
nounced during pre-game intro-
ductions,Westbrook instead was

the last and he drew an enor-
mous roar from the sell-out
crowd at Chesapeake Energy
Arena. A team spokesman said
after the game that Durant –
who usually is introduced last –
asked that Westbrook be an-
nounced last instead, although
Durant declined to take credit
for the idea when asked about it.

“It was good for him to be
back,” Durant said. “I know how
much he loves the game. The
crowd was great. Unbelievable.
Classy group of fans.Always be-
hind (Westbrook) and accepted

him so well tonight. It was cool to
see.”

Westbrook immediately re-
turned to his aggressive self on
the court, scoring his first basket
at the 7:16 mark of the first quar-
ter on a driving lay-up.

It quickly became apparent,
however, that the Thunder will
have to readjust to having
Westbrook in the line-up.
Oklahoma City struggled with
its shooting in the first half,
going 16 of 40 (40 per cent) and
allowing the Suns to lead 45-44
at half-time.

LOS ANGELES  – These are
very strange times for Los
Angeles Lakers fans, with many
of them holding surprisingly low
expectations for this season after
becoming accustomed to their
team repeatedly reaching the
NBA Finals.

Sixteen NBA championship
banners hang proudly from the
rafters at the Lakers’ Staples
Centre home, proof positive of
the glittering success achieved
by the franchise, but the chance
of a 17th being added any time
soon seems remote.

The ageing Lakers are now a
team in transition and even their
most ardent fan would probably
view a playoff spot as the best
that can be hoped for going into
their 2013-14 campaign.

With 15-time All-Star shoot-
ing guard Kobe Bryant sidelined
since mid-April with a torn left
Achilles’ tendon and still weeks
away from returning to action,
the men in purple and gold have
made a stuttering 2-2 start to

the new season.
Though they beat the mediocre

Atlanta Hawks 105-103 at
Staples Centre in downtown Los
Angeles on Sunday, they made
heavy weather of a game they
led by 21 points early in the sec-
ond quarter.

Kyle Korver poured in two late
three-pointers to help the Hawks
tie things up at 103-103 on a
Paul Millsap jump shot with 35.3
seconds left before Pau Gasol
spared Lakers blushes with con-
secutive free throws after a
Millsap blocking foul.

Free throws, in fact, were a
welcome lifeline for Los Angeles
on the night as they made a stun-
ning 20 of 24 while being out-
shot by their opponents, both
from the field and from beyond
the arc.

The official attendance was
listed as a sell-out of 18,997, but
several seats were empty in the
upper stands, further evidence
that all is not well in the Lakers
empire.

Hollywood actor Jack
Nicholson and celebrated
American record producer Lou
Adler were conspicuous absen-
tees from their regular courtside
spots and the stadium was
hushed as the Hawks made a
strong surge in the final quarter.

“We’ve got a lot of stuff we’ve
got to cure,” Lakers coach Mike
D’Antoni told reporters. “For
whatever reason, we go up (by)
15 (points) and we have great
energy, then all of a sudden we
start to get soft on defence,with-
out a lot of energy.

“Then we start to get a little
selfish and we stop thinking
about moving the ball.Those are
two things we have to cure.”

Plus points
Lakers backup guard Jordan

Farmar preferred to dwell on
what the team had done well in
the first half when they built a
lead of 62-49 on 53 per cent
shooting.

“We had good energy,” said

Farmar.“We played together and
moved the ball, got stops defen-
sively...all the things we didn’t do
in the second half.

“Pau made some big plays at
the end of the game and those
are some of the things it takes
sometimes to win games.”

Unquestionably, Lakers fans
are viewing this season much
more realistically than they did
for the 2012-13 campaign when
expectations soared after the ac-
quisitions of six-time All-Star,
Dwight Howard, and twice for-
mer Most Valuable Player,Steve
Nash.

With Howard and Nash set to
join Bryant, Gasol and Metta
World Peace in a potent starting
five, hopes of a 17th NBA
Championship title gathered
pace, but all that soon evapo-
rated as the Lakers struggled
through injuries and patchy
form.

In the absence of the injured
Bryant, Los Angeles were swept
by the San Antonio Spurs in the

first round of the playoffs and a
disgruntled Howard opted to
leave the team during the off-
season and join the Houston
Rockets.

“Last year was the most un-
healthy season that I’ve been a
part of,” said Spanish forward
Gasol,who has been the most re-
liable player so far this season for
the Lakers.

“Until everybody’s healthy, I’m
just trying to establish myself
and make sure we get through a
pattern out there where every-
body feels comfortable and I can
be more productive. Hopefully
we’ll have a healthy season after
we get Kobe back,whenever that
happens, and see what happens
with him all year long.”

It could be a very long season,
though, for the Lakers who are
fervently hoping that 39-year-
old point guard Nash can also
stay healthy in an ageing back-
court while ‘backup’ players such
as Steve Blake, Farmar and
Xavier Henry can shine.

Strange days, low expectations for new-look Lakers

Thunder beats Suns in
Westbrook’s return

Russell Westbrook #0 of the Oklahoma City Thunder drives to
the basket against the Phoenix Suns on November 03, 2013 at
the Chesapeake Energy Arena in Oklahoma City.

      



AS Caribbean citizens, now
is the time to focus on what
we can do for our countries
and not on what our coun-
tries can do for us.

We need patriots who can
think, solve problems, combine
heart and head, value people
and do what needs to be done in
the sustainable development in-
terest of all the people in the
countries.

This is the view of Managing
Director of the Caribbean
Centre for Excellence for Youth
Entrepreneurship Marcia
Brandon who she highlighted
the recent swearing in speech of
the incoming Chancellor of the
University of Trinidad & Tobago
(UTT) which she described as
timely and very apt.

“President Anthony Carmona
noted that Trinidad and Tobago
has been producing “yes” men
and women far too long and
spinelessness has become
institutionalised.

“He told the people that citi-
zens of that country needed to be
patriots. He said, logic and rea-
son are in short supply and ‘It is
men and women of status, rank
and letters who have failed this
country’. He said UTT was
intended as a vehicle to produce
innovators who could impact
national development. He cited
an urgent need to attract the
private sector and teach
students about employment.”

According Brandon,President
Carmona asked rhetorically
who failed that country and
noted that it is not the men with
cutlass or whacker, but rather
the men of status, rank and let-
ters. He urged people to use the
investment which the country
is making to help them, to make
a great shift from being mere
citizens to that of patriots. “If
men have talent but lack
character, this breeds brilliant 
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WELL DONE! Head Boy of Gordon Greenidge Primary School, Jadyn Estaphan, receiving
his badge from Principal, Angela Smith, during the Gordon Greenidge Primary School Prefect
Installation Ceremony yesterday. Students were advised to set positive examples. (See Page 5)

Sammy confident
West Indies can rise
to Indian challenge

Page 25
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